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Cuervo, Guadalupe County, New Mexico, Friday, June 16, 1922.

Local News Items

.l-'-

Also Joe Waldon

L

c

R

K"'8S-

-

good catch

eome fish and some
"

"

ler, Albert Tiasly and Rutas
,
of the U. S. C. G

Pat Morrison left Monday even-- '
for Plainview, Texas, ia his I vey.
Cut-rvoar,

cold.--!

Hay-Jon-

Mr. and Mrs. J. H, Adair and
about hllle grandson were in town Sunseveral days,
day. They reported t thai .Miss
W. J. Ferguson transacted U.
Alice Hicks spent Sunday at Jetty Driggers and Mr. Howard
of Chickasha, Okla',", '.were
S. land office business Friday and home
returning to Santa Rosa Majors
a few day
married
ago at a Quitt
battirday.
Sunday night with Uncle John and
Mr. Di'iRgfrr,
Andrieug Jones, jr,, is expected Miss Grace Lone-- who are on their home wedding.
Miss
Mary and Buster are; exhi re next week to spend the sum- way to Antonito, Colo. Uncle
mer with the Hicks family,
John expects to be away about a pected at the Bar Y ranch' ajfout

The latter

will be

-

,

,

week.

Mrs.

W. F. Benton, of North
Commissioner
Cuervo, left June I2ih to visit
Max Salas rehome folks at Gainesville, Texas. lumed home with his family Sa.
S. W. Morrow, jr., wife and turday night. Andres Salas and
are still in Santa Rosa
family
baby, of the Juan de Dios, visited
where Andres and his brothers
Mr. and Mrs. W. E. Beunett SunFred and Marcos are at work. Mrs
day,
Fred Salas is in Santa Rosa also.
:
Build up your system and feel
If you suffer from lilliousness,
fiiie all the time by taking Tanlac,
'

Sold by Bond

&

the 1Mb.
as usual.

Ihry

will motor

down

THE JtATS AROU1HP MY PLACE
WERE WISE," SAYS JOHtfTURHILL

Md
elc.

' Tried
everything to kill them.
with
poison
meal, meat, ihcoc,

No.

Garita Locals

KOmetimrs lifting eacki ol Itcd in- tuated as much by public apirit and
to place with rope and pulley; but loyalty when they pay lor adter-lisin- g
S. B Tiptoo and wili left f0 more often by necking him up
(.puce, a hy ;hppe of per-tonLas Vegas June 'Jth. where Mrs with a rebellious bronco, whom he
thertlor,
gait).
They
.
.
T. r, vii
was expected la discipline and deserving
10 remain
nl
tor
the
in
patronage of
nprcis
extendeu i isit.
train.
CLIPPER teaderi.
By the children, arid otheri wjo
Hall Biiireughs, of Clayton, has
See Max Salas & Sons lor firtt
been buyinR cattle to the numbet knew him well. Old Caruso will
rook work. Cuervo,, New
onjr be remembered and muaed. cl8
ol about 350 head about Tremeu
8-;
Mexico.
t.na, Sabinoso and Gurita.
The CLIPPER desires to call
Get the habit of re'ading The
the store and pool room
iU
attention
to
eepeoial
sdvertinrmtBti
advertise, Clipper
every
to J0fe Gonzalfz and menls. Without them there could week. If you. would help
ui, pa
Francisco Baireras at Estrada be no
CLIPPER unless the sub Iron me the merchants that patro-nic- e
burned to the ground Wednesday
us.
J
scription j.moe were more than
uooug worth 5U0 and the book doubled.
In small communities
Thert are more than tea.fnillioo
containing credits amounting 0 where stores are
few, there is little autos in use ia Ibo U. S. A, this
HOOC.OO were lost. The
doubt
local
thai,
merchant are ac year.
gasoline
barrels and pump which had been

at,

16

.

Wouldn't touch it. Tried BAT.SNAP
Inside of ten day got rid of
alljral." left locked up in the
Vou don't have to mli
with found on the

store,

were

RAP-SNA-

outside. Indications
(ood. Save, fussing, bother. Break.
are
the
that
store was
and
constipation, headache, nervous cake of
lay it where rati then fired. .
ness, sallow complexion, loes of
scamper. You will nee no more. Three
appetite, bad taste in mouth, Tan sizes, 35c, 6'k 11.25. Sold and guarantee! LURE RIELLY SAYS,"THE RAT DIED
lac and Tanlac Vegetable Fills by Bond & Wiest. Cuervo N. M. ''in
BEEORE REACHING THE RIVEt

nni
nhifl

THE CUERVO CLIPPER. VOUR HOUSEHOLD

ULmMJ

rcl-be-

Weist, Cuervo

10

ISNOr COMPLETE WITHOUT ITHT'iJ ONLY
nwi? nni r ad rco vi?ad tit tier f i trt XLfA7

RAT-SNA-

Dave Woodard with Mn. Clyde
Arnold and children were in Cuci-v- o

Saturday trading and visiting
friends about town.

will

certainly straighten you out.

The clerk of the school board in
Cuervo reports Zg application to
date, All but five of those apply- J
I if? hold 1st grade certificates.

Cuervo,

RAT-SNA-

Footer, Prop,

J-- 1.

RAT-SNA-

arouad, halt sick and
$
ng
days.
when
health and strength
listless,
by T, E. Crocker, of Trementiua.
Rufus Faimer has been helpmg
are yours lor the asking? Take The latter
reports e;ood rains at Lum Cook tin
Mr. and Mrs. Josh Woodard are
iih his planting.
,
Tanlac. . Sold by Bond & Weist, rrtmenliua.
"
V selling out their furniture
:
r'
";, visited
pn
. Cuetvo. N M. V
Mr. aud Mrs, J. H. Guy
:
V
to leaving for Lincoln, N ,
A team belonging to Fidel
home folks Saturday and Sunday
""'.Skeet Williams passed through
VI., with the expectation
of going
of one black
consisting
Cuervo-- , Saturday on his way to
M f . y Cv D.' Woodard hd
iiL0
boTser kY mare and young black
the.Wb.tMoontains. r- the Juan de Diorf alter foor head
ness in Las Vegas the first of tin
Miss Mary belle Woodaid waa
colt, has been missing from the
of horses purchased from Mrs.
week.
tendired a delightful eurptise parpasture since Thursday night. Two
Jack Hitson rouenily by Burton men have bsen
Birdie
Miss
Santa
Lee
counthe
Bmton,ol
ty oil the ooi anion ol her mxteenih
searching
Brown.
since
visited
without euceesb and it is Rosa,
Mable Woodaid re birthday, June 6th, when about
try
Uncle Charley Williams with feared the team has beeu stolen.
cently.
sixty guests from a strip of counMrs. Williams came in Saturday
fifteen miles long gathered al
Hugh Bennett, Carl Brolherton.
Mr, and Mrs. Bascom Terry try
to visit their daughter, Mrs. Lloyd
her
home. The evening was 6pcnl
Byron Lewis, Buster Easley, Went spent Friday visiting at the home
Capps and family. Uncle Charley
playing games and enjoying the
George and Lymau George led of J. T. Sells.
is about to make fiual proof on his
delicious cake and coffee which
Cuervo Saturday night about 7:30
Earl Snnlh, who has been workadditional homestead entry,
was
served at midnight.
The
on a fishing trip up above the falls
ing for Mr. Tims sixteen miles
A.J. Hall, of Verdigris, Okla. on the Pecos, and returned SunClipper wishes Mies Marybtlle
north of Fort Sumner, is at home
has been at the Rock Island Ho day aheruoon.
many happy returns ol the day.
They reported a
Why mope

Meals

5(k;

Haile Locals

''

Hotol

Rocli-lola-nd

Abbot Locals

"Since moving near the rivc 2 veart
go, we're always uted
Chas. Mirror has been at honk Watcbrd a vieiout water
rat, nibbling at
v
oulsido tin; home. About
a
visit.
on
Miss Alice and Miss Lois Tip15 tninutca
later he darted off for the
of
raius
in
are
came
on
Sabinoso,
ton,
reporte'd water, to cool hia burning Momach, but
Fairly good
No,
lie died before
reaidilug it." Three tint
1
Saturday from Roswell where about Ahott.
?5c, 65c, $1.25.
Sold and guaranteed by
.1,
they have been teaching the past
Walter tarmer has been visiti- Bond & Wiest, Cuervo, N. M.
year. They were met at the train
home folks a few

Sold by Bond k Weist,
N. M.

CUERVO, NKW MEXICO

;

par-stor-

z,

V

rmijo Mercantile Co.
Dread

Cakes
Freish Every

-

Cuervo

Doughnuts

Saturday Morning
.

-

New Mexico

again.

Mrs. J. T. Sells received word
of the arrival of a grand-daught-

mi

al ihe heme of Mrs. Carrie Willis,
in Texas.

PLANTING SEASON

Dan McClure

SEEDS

New Seeds.

COME IN NOW and make
your SELEC-TIOwhi.le our stock is complete thus

and near telatives,

batllt-finnt- s

ng

REMEMBER TOO, that we al wavs kppn
a goodly supply of GARDENING TOOLS
and other IMPLEMENTS on hand for
your
convenier.ee. Abd, if in need of repairs call
on us,
assuring
yourself of PROMPT

SERVICE.

An Obituary

riously injured recently by a passing freight irain that he died later,
Kuown,to the youngsiers by the

Miss Tesnie and Mis Gladys
Sells returned from school at Hoi, significant name of 1'H.rtrio, he hs
lene, N. M., accompnnied by their for years past divided his limn as
friend, Mis? Marie Killen, hut left fancy willed between Cuervo and
soon to attend Institute at Santa the liar Y Ranch. A number of

townspeople have held tbu mistaken belief that Caruso wag a
MR- R. C. KING TELLS A WONDERcreature
the real
FUL STORY ABOUT RATS Rial It
bad
who
actor
took
a Sathing
"For month, my place wan alive with tanic delight in chasing
frightened
Santa

E

CUERVO,

W I

INCORPORATED

ES

T

NEW MEXICO

Anollier reduction in the price of Ford Cars and t
?
Trucks. Prices art) now considerably below pre-wajuices. F.O.IJ. Fanta Rosa as follows, 'with gas and oil.
r

Terms if desired.

Touring Car W Starter, $535.51
505.31
Roadster, with Starter
771.87
Sedan, with Starter
704,1 'J
Couplet, with Starter
Chasis Standard, JU7.03 Starter,
Truck
Dem.

Den-Rim- s,

$56i.76
"531.56

70.53 Pom.'
5 10.91

WENTWORTH'S GARAGE
THE

HOUSE

THAT

IS ALWAYS OI?EN AND

READY TO TAKE CARE OK YOUJl NEEDS

little boy ami Kills with intent to
harm; but those who knew him

at 6rt not leaiog
what disappointed
best insist tbut hie apparently
a few days didn't
dead
in
but
ratt,
many
see a live one, What wereuot killed are bloodthirsty activities were i n
not around my place.
sure reality the expression of a naturalldoes the trick." Three siiea. 35c, 65c. y playful dispoHition. To all such
$1.25. Sold and guaranteed by Bond ' &
Caruso's unusual intelligence and
Wiest, Cuervo, N. M.
good humur were a constant

If you like our paper mention
the fact to your neighbors and aek
a k them to subscribe. If you
doa't like our paper tell us.

Den-Rira-

LINCOLN CARS

-

RAT-SNA- P

OND 1

THE UNIVERSAL CAR

Rosa.

rats, Losing chickens, Pftgc, feed. Friend
lold me to try RAR-SNAI did. Some
)

HAT-SNA-

Mrs. J. R. Luna rs home (rom
Cuervo people will rtcrrt to
Santa Rosa tor a lnw days. She hear that the
genial old burro
has been with her nephew, George olleii seen about town was no se-

N

any annoying delays.

The Quality Store

back

Young, who uiit with an accident
to bis foot some months ago.

pre-venti-

(
(

has moved

on his ranch cast of Abbot where
he will be convenient to water,

PLANT TNG SEASON will soon be at
hand and in anticipaHon of your needs wp
fe& now have on hand n rl (tnrltH QQunrf mfli4 rf
" i ii uoauj iiiiv yi

m

YOUR SOLDItR BOY HOW
"COOTIES" GOT SUCH AHOLD,
He'll tell you llim ihe
ol
Europe were swarming with raia, which
carried ihe duii; Tons vermin anH canted our men misery. Dim'l lei rat lirinfi
iliseaHe into your homeWhen yon tee
the 6ist one get
Thai will
finish them quirk. Three sizes. 3.rc.6.rc
fl.25. Sold and cuariinleed livllonilS
Wiest. Cuervo, N. M.
-

m

P

ASK

source of entei tainme nt, Od the
Bar Y young Jyhn was wont to
make him work -s- ometimes by
hauling him

aicuod

in bis

sulky,

CITIZENS LUMBER CO.
J. W. HUMPHRIES, Manager

Everything for the Builder
CAN

yOU

1'hone

(

.

GET

IT

HERE

Santa Rosa, New Mexico

MUSHROOM OF
COLLINGSVILLE

OUR COMIC SECTION
Oi

i

ni

0

ffte TtoaJ o Good Intentions
i

tt

1

They

Didn't Think Much of Him Back Home, but Then
Home.
They Never Did Think Much Back

i COULD HARDLY
STAND AT TIMES
Hips, Back and Legs Would
Have That Tired Ache
Everett, Washinirton. " For several
years I have had trouble with the lowest

part oi my back and
my hips and mv leers
would ache with that
tired ache. I could
hardly stand on my
feet at times. I was
always able to do mv
I work although I did
I not feel good, I saw
urn
iLiyaia jk. ruucham'a
iVegetable Com- pound advertised and
V:-- q
I caving heard several
praise it I decided to
at the present
try tt. I feel first-rat-e
time.
It has done wonders for me and
I keep it in the house right alone. I
alwavs recommend it to others who are
Mrs. J. M. Sibbert,
aick and ailing."
Wi ilign St., &verett, Washington.
To do any kind of work, or to play for
that matter, is next to impossible if you
are suffering from some form of female
trouble. It may cause your back or your
legs to ache, it may make you nervous
and irritable. You may be able to keep
up and around, but you do not feel good.
Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable 'Comic
pound is a medicine for women.
especially adapted to relieve the cause
of the trouble and then these annoying
pains, aches and "do good " feelings
disappear.
It has done this for many, many women: why not give it fair trial new.

By ELEANOR PORTER

Author of " Pollyanna," " Just David," Etc.
by Eleanor H. Porter.

CoDyrlght

scientific world in a flurry. . . .
Professor Marvin 1b now unanimously
be the greatest entomoloI'urker, tlie proprietor; Seth Wllber, conceded to
He
knows his
and
living.
on
all things past
gist
town authority
as the most of us
present and John Fletcher, known in and
The
.
know our alphabet.
CollliiKaville as "The Squire" -- possi
of his smattering of humble home of the learned man has
bly because
which both
Blucksliine; probably because of his become a Mecca, toward
world
scientific
of
the
small
and
bunk
Hi tk
nnd
great
bat
account. Kadi of the three men eyed are bending euger steps. . . . The
career of Marvin reads like a rowith unabashed cariosity the stranger
mance, and he has fought his way to
In the doorway.
his present enviable position by sheer
began
gentlemen,"
evening,
;od
Is grit, and ability, having had to combat
er
"I
this
vuice.
deprecatory
with all the narrow criticism and mis
the hotel?"
In a trice Jared Parker was behind concoptlons usual In the case of a pro' 6A5
gressive thinker In a smull town. Inthe short counter.
Rlr?" he said. deed, It Is said that even now his na
W
sir.
Room,
KNfl
HE
SAVS
HOW
'Certainly
SUPPOSE.
VQU
SPIFSPOtOU
PKR FiyHR
5r,e
tlve village falls to recognize the
'I I'm, yes, I I suppose so," mur
mured the stranger, us he signed his honor that la hers.
"Jehoshaphat I" exclaimed Seth Wll
"
nuaie with painstaking care.
'Now, where shall I find Professor ber faintly.
Fletcher folded the paper ano
Marvin, please?"
brought his fist down hard upon It.
'Why, there uln't no Professor Mar
"There's more a heap more," ht
vin, that I know of."
'Mehbe he means old Marvin's son," cried excitedly.
stammered
how what "
"But
Interposed Seth Wllber with a chuckle.
Jared, whose wits were slow on un
trodden paths.
"It's old Marvin 8 son don t you
For Your Skin
see?" Interrupted Squire Fletcher Im
famous."
patiently. "He's big
It was on Monday, three days later,
that Jared, Seth and the Squire were itp ZSc, Oiiracat 2S at 50c Ttlnsi 25c
11
once more accosted In the hotel office
Advent of the Match,
by a man they did not know, "
gentlemen, I
The flurry of interest In the proba"You don't even have to say It," cut
bility of being able to light the sumIn Jared, with a flourish of both hands. mer cottage ten years hence with cold
"We know why you're here wlthoul light has excited less curiosity than
So
your telling."
the first "fire sticks" or matches, ex"An' you've come ter the right place. hibited in
England, a little over a cenH
sir the right place," declared Seth tury ago. The Morning Post of LonVVOVWOEDOO,
Wilbur, pompously. "What Professoi don, December 27, 180S, announces:
H
MCKie. voms
vweu., were cowes
T ASK
Marvin don't know about bugs an'
"The success of the instantaneous
EVER
MOO
CuitlAUtUCr
OOUf
Cn
.luwrk MOWER
spiders ain't wuth knowin'. I tell ye, light and tire machines daily Increases,
lie's
thnl
the
biggest entymollyglst
sir,
and the manufactory in Fifth street,
there Is ter be found."
AMH MORS?
V.n
Soho, has become nuw the dally resort
I v.
"That he Is," affirmed the Squire, of
wX
Z'
M
persons of the first fashion and conwith an Indulgently superior smile
In town, who express themsequence
toward Wllber "the very greatest enselves as highly gratified with the utiltomologist living," he corrected care ity
1
Ingenuity of these phiiuaophl- '.
fully. "And no wonder, strj he's cal curiosities."
studied bugs from babyhood. I've
known him all Ills life all his life,
Of Course She Knew.
sir, and I always said he'd make his
He I certainly enjoyed "The 'ihree
mark In the world."
Musketeers" film. Let's see, what were'
"Oh, but " began the stronger.
I cun remembti only
" 'Member when he took the par- their names?
son's hut to catch butterflies In?" Athos.
She Why, aren't the others Patmos
"Just Llitan to This!" Ho Blurted tj)iuJUed Jared, speaking to the and Atropns?
Squire, but throwing furtive glances
Out.
I thought
He Yes, that's' right.
toward the stranger to make sure of
"but I never heard of his professln' lils attention. "(lorry but he was a you'd know. Boston Transcript.
cute one! Wish 't had been my hnt.
anythln' 'nlesa 'twas laziness."
Oldest Biblical Versions.
I'd V hnd It framed, an' labeled an'
The stranger's face showed a
four
The
oldest versions of the Bible
I
on
v"Oh
wall
frown.
mean
there."
the
but
the bung up
V, 7 A. STROKE
Theodo-Blnman who discovered that nnts and"
nodded
"Yes,' I remember,"
the are the Aqullii, Symannchus,
in Greek, and tlie Peshitta In
"Good gorry!"
interrupted Seth, Squire; then lie added with a complawith a groan. "If It's anythln' about cent smile: "The mischievous little Syria c.
HVA TJD G.0 VJUTU
(sfca
bugs an' snakes, he's yer man Ain't lad used my overshoe for a
VA
I
CAVi
done nothing but play with bugs ever once I have that overshoe yet."
The stranger shifted from one foot
since he came into the world," said
the Squire ponderously. "A most un- to the other.
"Vaseline" Carbolated
fortunate case of an utterly worthless
Yes. yes," he began, "but"
Petroleum Jelly
son bora to honest,
parYou'd oughter seen him when old
ents."
Marvin used ter send him out to hoe
is an effective, antiseptic
"Oh, hut " The stranger stopped. pertaters," cut In Jnred gleefully.
first-ai- d
floor.
hnd
the
The
dressing for cuts,
"See here, gentlemen," broke In the
"It began when lie wa'n't more'n a stranger pompously, with a shade of
wounds and insect bites.
baby, lie pestered the life out of his Irritation in his voice. "Will you al1 1 helpsprevent infection.
mother, bringing snakes Into the low me to speuk? And will you Inform
slttln' room, and carrying worms In his me what all this is about?"
CHESEBROUGH MFG. CO.
The poor woman was 'most
(ConioliiUttd)
"About?
Why,
It's about Prof,
New York
State Street
about
It.
to
death
mortified
Why,
I
I
--rf
Oeorge Marvin, to be sure," rejoined
when
was
the parson
once
there,
Fletcher.
what
Squire
else
"Pray,
O Wnwrn Nrwiptpcr Unwa
J fleorge used his lint to catch butter- should It be about?"
flies with smashed it, too."
"I guess you know what it's about
"Humph!" snapped the Squire. The all right, stranger," chuckled Seth
little beast filled one of my overshoes Wllber, with a shrewd wink, "You
COMl'UMKNT.
TA.LICINO IT
for can't fool us. Mehbe
once, to make a swiinmlng-tanyou're one o'
OV KH.
his dirty little fish."
them fellers what thinks we don't
Miis Wrinkles
I
know enough ter 'predate a big man
They couldn't do nnthln' with him,"
doles on the landit
If ycu earned
CBOLje,, t
lord of the L'omg chimed In Seth Wllber. "An' when he when we've got him. No,
as much money
We
was
worse.
If
his
't
was
father
older,
Hotel.
the Uiiiwns, wil
nln't that kind. Come, ye needn't play
sSto.,"u-cSan
set 111 it) ter hoeiu' pertnters, the little off no longer. We know why you're
Imve
Why ao?
miKliI
ahe
when
be
found b'lstin' up old here, an' we're glad ter see ye, an'
Why
lltlli).
scHinp would
went there they rocks an' boards ter see the critters we're
You mean If t
proud ter show ye the way ter
c
h
her
u
nave
Suite under 'em crawl,"
as in
gut
our professor's.
Come on 't ain't
as
ltiowu.
Sixteen,
nuincy
fur."
"Yes, but " Again the stranger
I earn morn.
was silenced.
The stranger drew back, His fact
And In school he didn't enre noth
grew red, then purple.
A WICKED REEN v y.
Iiik about 'rlttmietle nor Jogruphy,"
"I should like to know," he sput
CtNHini:aoL.Bi
TORT.
H INT.
Interrupted Jared. "He was forever tered thickly. "I should like to know
Gu Lamp Soma people nre born
lu.-scarlu' the teacher into fits, bringltt' If you really think that I 1 have come
I wish to goodTliat follow baa a awell Job
Wht d you
In spiders an' caterpillars, an' asking
ness you could
of a big hotel!
in
front
'way up here to see this old bug man.
do when a iiiiin
make money the
questions about 'em."
Why. man alive, I never even heard of Death
I it i4 tn kl.M ymiT
only a matter of short time.
way Tirown does.
him !"
Yes; well er extraordinary, ex
Oil. tlml'M 4111110Don
wait until pains and aches
I
wish
you
It
so
mur
Is,
very!
e
"What!"
traordinary
ttihm' ymi'll lim'
ejaculated three disbelievrould save It the
CASE OF NECmured the stranger, backing toward ing voices, their owners too dum- become incurable diseases. Avoid
to I1111I out your- wife docs.
his
way
ESSITY
moment
was
The
he
door.
next
the
H. It.
founded to take exceptions to the painful consequences by taking
out on the street nsking the first per- sneer In tone and words. "Zounds,
Judge
Why
to
met
for the way
son he
George
man! what did you come for, then?"
did you count a
A DIONIKIED
demanded the Squire.
LITTLE ONES.
econd theft aftANiVKlt.
On Tuesday night a second stranger
The si ranger raised his chin.
er you had been
Vnwed: I hear
"See here, who do you think I am?"
What ar you
stopped at the hotel and asked where
acquitted of tha
hat he could rind Professor Marvin. Jared, ne demanded
the stork
first.
uuooxlug out hers
pompously, as he
I
AV
been making a Seth and Squire Fletcher were there sqi ared himself before them in nil his
In tbo tiold for?
Prisoner
had to pay my
Are you a tramp?
r vs before; but tills time their derisive
,0
glory of checkered trousers, tall hut, The world's standard remedy for kidney,
1
Nri Hir I'm ninrn.
stories such as they managed to tell ana naunting watchchnln. "Who do liver, bladder and uric add troubles the
lawyer,
your
16D&
U
of Holland tine
Hl..lAUrn..n
b
honor.
fell on deaf ears.
you think I am? 1 am Theophllus Au National Remedy
A
Padinore:
Thr dies, all druggists.
fell
Wi)t
ail oop
I
On Wednesday two more strangers
gustus Smythe, sir, advance agent ana
trip! Triplet.
his ear to
Look lot Ike mm Cold Madtl
every baa
arrived, and on Thursday, another one. head manager of the Kalamazoo
ea4 accpt bo imit&tio
round
Salve company. I came. sir.
All, with varying manner but unvary-InLoutot fMhiol
promptitude, called for Professor to make arrangements for their arIs
a maple Rugar is niiulc from
Milk Products.
reeling on that lady's eightieth birth- sap Just
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Something to Think About
By

t

A. WALKER

I THDDIES SIX

I IDwiIlM.Maupin

SCIENCEON FARM
I
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of

Today

Must

Business Thoroughly.

JUNE TIME

WHO WANTS TO KNOW
TF

YOU are Binoere In your dlre to
know how to achieve, how to make
yourself worthy of the higliext confidence and thus hecome competent
to hqhi a place above the ordinary,
ou will lose no time in acquiring the
peeessnry knowledge.
You will not waste a single hour in
Idleness or unproductive effort, the
basic cause of disappoint nients and
failure.
You will go to your task seriously
nth unyielding determination to win.
In your pursuit, which in a little
while will nave become un exhilarating pleasure, you will dlsotr that
all the men and women who are holding the prominent places utd In the
beginning of their careers just what
you are doing.
They squandered no time In the
foolish chase of rainbows, cot sing
Instead the companionship of wise
counsellors and the perusal In their
spare time of Instructive books, seeking truths and principles upon which
they could build a substantial foun
dation for the erection rf t.ielr life-work. '
They tossed the chaff to the winds

Uncommon Sense

and stored with utmost prudence the
golden grain.
The greatest men of todav, the
conspicuous leaders In the professions,
(lie arts and the crafts, struggled hard
in their youth to get a foothold upon
the hills. They knew what they were
seeking and never relinquished their
high purpose or slackened the'r pace,
though they often slipped and went
to bed hungry.
Their experiences with the world
gave them nn understanding of men
and affairs with a fullness Impossible
otherwise.
Their present wealth, power and
Influence are envied by the thoughtless, who sneeringly talk among them
selves of "chance" and "luck," those
misnomers for work and pluck.
Being envied is a high distinction.
And this Is especially true when it
Is obvious that the real cause
f envy
is based on the admitted ignorance
and regret of men and women who
covet distinction but lnvarlubly lack
courage to take a place in the front
and bear the brunt of battle.
The youths of the present who want
to know, who are brushing '; side ob
stacles, who are exerting every effort
to learn, will in the future be found
among the foremost workers and
thinkers in the world's great activities,
simply because they have vlth their
rcsUute hearts the spirit and faith,
without which no man or woman cun
hope to win a glorious name.
(Copyright.)

SINGIN'

June, whw the roses

o'
l.l.m-

l.iltin' a song when the sn hung; low;
Whistlln' away
Through th' livelong day
Siiigin' un' whistlln' a merry tune
To the rosiest imnth of them all
that's June.
Watchln' tht cUmtlf as they hasten by,
Catchin' the gleam of the bright blue

' sky;

Lazy in' 'round
n th'
g'ound
Heart!)' th' w!uj through the wood'urrt
croou
Her songs to the tarest of months
thut's June.

through th' meadows cool an'
sweet,
Where th' violets bloom In their dim
Off

retreat

;

Drenmln' dreams
By the purlin' streams.
As they hasten by with their rythmic
rune
To the rosiest, fairest month tnat's
June.
Home at eve when the moon
"

i

hangs

'lOW

the sky gleams bright wLh
ver glow ;
Just lazyln' there
In the old arm chair

And

sli-

th' man who lives In the
moon
And laughs at th' fairest of months

A watchln'

that's June.

(Copyright.)

By JOHN BLAKE

SCHOOL PAVjS

A
CANNOT
IN

A

HOARD TIME

certain time you can make

n

certain amount of money. Vou can
put the nionej away for years later,
but you can't put the time awuy.
called by the economists
Money,
frozen labor, might also be culled
frozen time.
But time is more than money. It can
be turned Into many things that can be
stored
cultivated
away education,
taste, pleasant and profitable memories.
But time Itself you cannot
hoard. Vou must use it as It passes,
or It is gone forever.
Time spent in recreation Is not
wasted, unless you spend more than a
due allowance for recreation.
But time spent in absolute idleness,
or In activities that are worse limn
Idle, is sheer criminal waste.
If you could go hack over your life
and gather buck the hours that have
never been improved, you would still
have enough time lo do great things.
But those hours are gone.
You can only, as Shakespeare says,
"regret your dear time's waste" and resolve to waste less of It In the future.
Many men whose time had never
been turned to account until they were
past forty have still had enough left to
accomplish great things In llie4, world.
But these are the most sincere
mourners for the years that might
have been utilized.
If you will begin toduy to bear in
mind that time cannot be hoarded, und
if every hour of it Is converted into something that can be hoarded, you
may lay the foundation for a furtune.
You will certainly lay the foundation
for happiness by and by.
Count your hours, and ullot each one
to some tusk or to some prolitable

Canadian Tillers of tht Soil Have
Proved That Old Days of Haphazard Methods Have Gone.
Agriculture In Cuundu hus the staof a profession which both Its high
Mamliird of operation and the prime
place it occupies In national life Jusll-fy- .
The days when luml was casually
(Hod mi anil farmed without any Intelligent understanding of agricultural
processes are going with the dwindling
avnilalilllty of the land, and rapidly
passing Is the epoch of the destruction of soil values, and (lie abandonment of farms which have been rendered unproductive. Clearer and clearer has become the realization that
farming Is a specialized profession re
quiring special training, und In the
place of this spoliation there Is an
Intelligent system of crop rotation,
preservation of the virtue of the land,
a discovery of the nobility of the
farmer's calling and a determination
to secure and achieve the best possible In everything.
The Education of the Frner.
Agricultural colleges, experimental
farms, government literature, railway
propaganda, ull in an appreciation of
the national benefits which accrue,
contribute to the education of the
farmer who, If he sturts out In Igno
rance, speedily discovers the futility
and prolltlessness of continuing in
this state. It is only of comparatively
recent years that farming In Camilla
lias become the comprehensive and ex
mutative study it is and Its tenets
been so widely absorbed, and older
farmers who have followed haphazard
methods or systems scientifically un
sound nre gradually forced from neces
sit y into nn Intelligent sludy und ap
plication of their profession.
J'liis brings us to the city man who
Is anxious to leave his old life for the
greater freedom of the country and
take a farm for himself, and. the fore
going holding good, he need not follow
far behind the older fanner if he lake
up the study of his work seriously,
bring energy and Intelligence to bear
upon a following out of the systems
of experienced and successful agriculturists, and utilize the results of the
expert investigation and research the
Dominion places nt bis disposal. The
whole country Is working for him and

tus

recreation.
by.

They
which If

See that none of them slip
nre us water through u mill,
sent over the wheel creates

uluable energy, but which spilled over
the dam Is gone forever.

The Friendly

Vath

(Copyright.)

Is the tiroa to go forth and
the early watercress, the
wholesome dandelion, "the dock and
poke, the new shoots of milkweed and
marsh marigold or cowslips, all giving
the needed zest to the food of spring.

NOW

Fresh Dandelion Salad.
Those who appreciate the value of
the tender bleached heart of dandelion
like it with a bit of salt without any
For a salad the bleached
dressing.
leaves are best, but the tender green
shoots, cut and mixed with a small
green onion and served with French
dressing is a salad not to he despised.
Cut the dandelion close to the root,
with all the tender green buds. Wash
carefully and slice the root from the
base, buds and tender leaves for an
Inch above the root. These use for a
fresh salad ; the rest of the leaves may
be cooked for greens. Another addition to this salad Is a thinly sliced tobit of acid and
mato, which adds
softens the bitter of the dandelion.
Using mayonnaise on the fresh green
dandelion is another appetizing method
of serving It.
Cooked Dandelion Salad.
Cook the greens until tender, which
will take two hours or more unless the
greens are very young, then serve with
the following salad dressing: Uub a
small bowl with a tut clove of garlic,
f
of a teaspoonful of salt, a
add
few dashes of paprika, two tablespoon
fuls of rang juice and (our to live
one-bal-

AS WELL AS

EVER-

live-stoc- k

AND

SHE CALLED

Esteemed Lincoln Resident Declare!
Tanlac Has Made a Clear) Sweep
of Her Rheumatism and
and Other Trouble.
"1 couldn't

believe all they

said

about Tanlac until I tried It myself
and now I never doubt what I read
about It," wild Mrs Anna U, Crawford,
2500 N. 2,'trd St., Lincoln, Neh wife of
a well known retired business man.
condi"I got Into a badlv
tion," she continued, "and sufferer!
greatly from Indigestion. 1 had headache for (lays at a time, Slept poorly
and woke up mornings so weak and
Then
dlr.zy I could hardly get up.
rheumatism set in and made walking
dltlicult and I could scarcely use ray
arms for the pain.
"But Tanlac lias made n clean sweep
of my troubles, brought hack my appetite and enabled ( to gain much
weight. It Is a pleasure to make
statement In praise of this great medicine."
Tanlac is sold by all Rood druggists,
run-dow-

IT "TEA"

Going With the Crowd.
"What Is your
rsenal opinion with
Those Fond of the Beveraut Will
reference to the great question we
Shudder at Thought of Awful
have been discussing?"
Australian Decoction.
"My friend," replied Senator
"w hen I fln! myself In an IrreLord I.cu of Furehiim sold at a New
' sistible wave of sentiment I vote
York recaption:
,
I once saw a steer caught
"Let us hope that prohibition won't coVdlngly.
drive you to tea and make yon Midi in a rattle stampede, lie might have
had his own Ideas about which way
ns the Australians are.
"The last time 1 was In Australia he ought to travel, but there wouldn't
I stopped at a cabin and nn old woman have been the slightest use of .Is try
to stop and express them."
gave me a cup of teji as block as ink. Ing
Ror-ghu-

s

"'How long,' I asked, 'bnve yon Imd
this pot of tea on the tire, ma'am?'
"'How long have I hnd It on the
fire?' chuckled the old woman. 'Why,
bless your soul, I don't never tnke it
off the fire. I put In a
und then, when It gets
nnother handful, and
gets full of leaves I
handful out for my
smoke."' Detroit Tree

handful of ten
weak, 1 put In
when the pot
take a double
old man to
Tress.

LADIES CAN WEAR SHOES
One etie euieller em! welk la coinfttrt hf
uiOiik AL.LKN 8 FOlT UANB. Ike ullWD-ti- c
MhaHra Into lb
powiler for the (eel.
Allen's
ehoee end eprinklwU In tho
FootICitee inekre tiiiht r new enure feel
tn vurne, bunlune
eaey; irlvre tnetant
Ami cnlloueee, prevents Hltelere, CeJUiue end
Bore Hpote. Ailvertlei'inrnt.

Musical Note.
old lady, walking along
the street, saw un lliillnii lurnlng a
peanut roasler. She stood looking at
Two of a Kind.
it awhile, shook her head and saidt
Krrors generally come In pairs. The "No, shan't give you any money for
New York Tribune having committed such music as dial. I can't bear any o(
"Unlpli Waldorf Knierson," it remained the tunes, and besides It smells as If
for (he Times to say that Mary Has there were something burning Inside!''
The Coiirrogiillonallst.
tings B.adley leaves New York this
mouth to "hunt guerrillas In the African wilds."
Modest.
Friinclne That scar on your head
A goon nanit neons constant care; a must he very annoying.
had one grows like a weed.
Fenlle (ih, It's next to nothing.
A very

deaf

1

Bv-

on Infant ailments you know. All
:
troubles
all Physicians treat them. It is his
Physicians understand Infant
to
his
know
from
ills
human
the Stork to the Great Beyond.
profession,
duty,
But in serious cases he calls in the Specialist. Why? Ho knows as every.
Mother knows, or ought to know, that Baby is just a baby, needing special treatment, special remedies.
Can a Mother be less thoughtful? Can a Mother try to relieve Baby with
a remedy that she would use for herself? Ask yourself; and answer honestly I
Always remember that Baby is just a baby. And remembering this you
will remember that Fletcher's Castoria is mado especially for Infant3 and
Children.

Children Cry For

-

ftlt(.' I. r.nbinwn

VyVnWrVlrVWVVWWtViVkVi'i

Klottier's Cook boo
EVERYDAY GOOD THINGS

A census of Canadian farmers would
are
probably show that fully one-hanot farmers' sons and were not
brought tip to (he life of the farm. Yet
none would criticize Canada's farmers
on the score of poor farming methods
In general, the excellency of their
crops w ith International honors and the
universal demand for their
products refilling this' effectually. Significant Is rt, too. that pnuthally all
tne tanners wlio have achieved the
most signal honors at International
farming competitions have not been
lifelong runners, but city men who,
taking to the laud after reaching inn
(urtty without (he remotest previous
knowledge of agricultural activities,
have through Intelligent studv nnd
lose application of the best farming
methods surpassed the efforts of those
agriculturists who have continued do
ing things on the farm In the way
their fathers used to do them.
For further particulars, pamphlets
regarding Canada, railway rates, etc.,
apply to W. V. Bennett. Hoom 4, Bee
Bldg., Omaha, Neb. Advert Isement.

pHAT then) are Physicians who specialize

a'NUM'N

"A fig tree looking on a flg tree becom-et- h
fruitful." Bays the Arabian proverb.
And so it la with children; their first Instructor is example.

CAN NOV WALK

Baby Specialists.

1

nunin

op-

lf

1 Agriculturist
Know

the novice has almost an eipial
portunity wiili the fanner of a

EVERYONE
EVEKYO.NK
gets.

uJke

I wet Tontems lRWuid

Brachnfl

MUST PAY

must pay for what he

There is a Inw of recompense which
cannot be evaded or Ignored.
tublespoonfuls of olive oil. Whip this
If one prizes his happiness be must
dressing until It is creamy, then serve
expect to pay. Eventually the bill coon the cooked dandelions.
llector will demand his toll.
Unless
payment Is made a rough pathway lies
directly ahead.
Western Newepeper Union.
Cupyilebt,
Many constantly fear the hill coU
llector who comes und demands money
Uncle Eben.
toll. But he Is the most harmless of
"De man dat thinks he knows all the collectors. The roul collector
enough to run de earth," said Uncle to be feared is the one which takes t lie
Eben, "In nios' canes don't actually form of conscience. It Is Impossible
know enough to drive a mule or put to dodge tills one or to frighten him
a tire on a flivver."
off with a
gun.
O
Those who Imagine they have ended
Giddap.
the collector when In the form of con
A traveled friend hus observed how science are
Hut
foolishly deluded.
differently the horsemen of different even though they muy get some enjoy
lands urge on their steeds. The British ment out of life because
tlic'j think
click their tongues; the Norwegians
they have satisfied themselves Unit
a
a
like
sound
make
kiss; the Arabs their consciences were wrong, (hey
roll a long "r" and the Neapolitan can
always expect another collector
coachman barks like a dog.
which takes the form of law to hound
O
them until the debt is puld.
In this age when many fathers and
THE CHEERFUL
mothers are worried concerning the
future of their children, there is good
reason to Impress upon the young
wVt-- t tKe.
I clont
people the importance of being on (lie
Future,
square on the square with the world
I
Or wrvti
as well as with themselves. Too many
start Into their world's pathways bent
on getting as much as they can both
I'm 50 love.
withIn material value and pleasure
to-dtwith life
out paying for Its worth. If parents
- V jfV I
allow boys and girls, when their
thruli
characters are In the making, lo get
rvmrvind
this false Impression of the way best
to get on, sorry days are likely to be
Mrahead not alone for the sons und
daughters and their children, but foi
the fathers and mothers as well.
"The law of compensation Is Inexorable."
double-barrele-

d
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The False and the True.
Advertisingby the use of large Bpace.lhe expenditure of huge sums
of money have placed on the market, have
put in your home, perhaps,
many articles that today have been discarded , as you will readily admit.
Do you recall anything that has mme
modestly appealed to the
public than has Fletcher's Castoria: modest in all its claims, pleading
at all times and truthfully for our babits?
The big splurg, the misleading claims may win for a time, but
the honest truth-tellin- g
advertiser is like the old story of the tortoisa
that beat the hare.
Mothers everywhere, and their
dauchters, now mothers, speak
frankly, glowingly, enthusiastically in praise of Fletcher's Castoria.
Speak of it lovingly as a friend that has brought comfort, cheer and
smiles to their little-onTo them: to these true mothers no argument can Induce them
to set aside their bottle of Castoria, their old friend, that
they might
try even another and unknown remedy for babies. Then, would YOU
think of going to YOUR OWN medicine chest to find relief for Baby'a
troubles? Can you not separate the false lrom the true?
e.

MOTHERS SHOULD BEAD THE BOOKLET THAT

GENUINE
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THE WORLD IN

were killed re
cently when a train wa blown up be
tween Tomellln und Santa Catarlna,
Twenty-fir-

PARAGRAPHS

Tlaxcaln, Mexico, according to the
newspaper La Itaza.
Nine rebels. Including Kplfiilnce
Mendez, chief of the
forces In the state of Michoacan, Mexico, have been killed In a fight with
federal troops, according to advice to
the war office In Mexico City from
Ixtlnn.
At least 10,0(10 Hungarians
taken
prisoner by HukkIu early In the World
war have Joined the red army, according to returning Hungarian officers
who have Just been released by the
Itolshevlkl. Of these about sixty are
officers.
Itandlt have wrecked nn American
relief administration train in Russia
and several officials are reported to
have been killed, according to a Central New disputch from Copenhagen
quoting Information received In Copenhagen from Moscow.
The government has completed arrangements to pity during the coming
fall Interest amounting to 2.OOO,0W
on the lirltlsh
debt to the United
Stales. It has not been decided whether a Hpeclal mission will he sent to
Washington to (IIsciins the debt with
the American government.
one of the
The brewing of beer
chief buttresses In Britain's financial
solvency, according to II. K. Field,
president of the Institute of brewing.
Prohibition, he added, In the course of
a recent address on thl subject, would
undoubtedly spell the financlal'and
economic ruin of the country.
(Ireut Hrltuln la planning to pay the
United States $2."iO,(Xi,(Xl) annually
for Interest upon the money borrowed
from the United Stales during the war,
It was learned In London from a semiofficial Bource. lleglnnlng In October
the Interest will be paid In two Installments, $12.",(KKl,(HKl In October and
$12.000,(hi in the last purt of March
of the first of April,
One hundred and seventeen children
In one Ituxslan famine district, fatally
of glanders, were ordered shot by
the local authorities to end their suffering, according to a Ilclsingfors
llspatch to the Dally News, London,
quoting the Itusslan newspaper Krasnayu Gazette. The disputch explained
that the Holshevlst officers ordered the
execution on the grounds of common
The children became "In
humanity.
fected from eating diseased refuse.
The French Olympic committee,
with twenty-twfederations represent
ed, held a meeting In Furls and ar
rived nt a decision to proceed with the
organization of the Olympic games for
11124.
The following conmiunlciitlon
was Issued after the meeting:
"The
French Olympic committee has decid
ed unanimously to continue with all
the means at Its disposal the organ
ization of the games for HUM. It au
thorlzes Its president to make a dec
laration to this effect to the international Olympic committee and to the
public authorities."

BRIEF RECORD OF PASSING
EVENTS IN THIS AND FOREIGN COUNTRIES.

A

LATE

IN

DISPATCHES

DOINGS AND HAPPENINGS THAT
MARK THE PROGRESS
OF THE AGE.
(

Wii Nreipiptr Holm

!

Btrrtea.

WESTERN
Judge KIchard A. Hnlllnger, who
secretary of the Interior during President Tuft's administration, died recently In Hostile utter on Illness of two
days.

Three men ere dead, three badly Injured iind a dryer. wrecked a the result of n explosion nt the Trojan
Powder Company plant nt Sun Lorenzo, eleven miles from Oakland.
Lodged In the Ada county Jull at
Holse Is George Hun, Jr., aged 11,
who, according to lila written confession, on two different occasion attempted to kill his mother by putting
poison In her tea and coffee.
The highest honor In the gift of tha
National Association of lteul Estate
hoards came to L. F. Kpplch of Denver, when he was elected president for
the long term at the election for officer recently In Kan Francisco.
screen
actor,
Ilodolph Valentino,
whose principal roles have been of
love heroes, was cleared of a charge
of bigamy at
Angeles when the
felony complaint was dismissed after
a preliminary hearing before Justice
of the Peace llanhy.
Closing of the
border to all persona save those showing signs of having been successfully
vaccinated lias been urged upon the
United Stule public health service by
the State Hoard of Health, after nn Investigation of an epidemic of smallpox
In Mexlcall, Mexico.
A five million dollar merger of tuna
and sardine packing Interests of southern California to be known as Van
Camp Kea Food Company, Incorporated, has Just been made public. Finns
Included In the merger are Van Camp
Sea Food Company, White Star Canning Company, International Tacking
Corporation, Nielsen & Kittle Cunning
Co., Ltd., four of the largest fish packing plants of Los Angeles harbor, and
two In Ran Dlegn, with several others
acquired by association and purcliuse.

1

o

Mexloun-Cnilforni-

soldier

a

111

WASHINGTON
A bill designating

the daisy as the
rational flower of the United States
ha
been Introduced by Hepresenta-tlvKissel, ltepublloun, of New York.
GENERAL
A resolution approving
lie, holding
A
df an International exposition at Phigeneral advance of from 2V& to 80
ladelphia In 192(1 In celebration of the cents a yard In the price of fabrics
lrMlth anniversary of the signing of was announced by the American Wool
the declaration of Independence was en Company at New York.
Five seamen were Injured recently
passed by the House and sent to the
In an explosion aboard the submarine
Senate.
while the craft was on patrol duty
Iieclslon to build new veterans' bureau hospital for the treatment of dis- off the Coronado Islands, forty inllcj
from Sun Diego,
abled soldier at Liberty ,N.Y. ;
Iowa; Chllllcothe, Ohio, and
Henry Simpson, nominee for Presi
Wash., and to lease u hospital dent of the United States on the Na
nt Muskogee, Oklu., for the same use, tional People's Christian
parly ticket
has been announced by Director in 1IU2 and candidate for Itepubllcan
Forbes.
and Greenback party nominations for
More women will neck high political President In INSO, died of senility at
office In elections this fall than ever llroken Arrow, Oklit.
before In the history .of the country,
What Is believed to lie the second
a survey made by the National WomfViith penally Imposed on n white worn
an's party shows. Already
reports an In Georgia was returned at Atlanta
have been received that four women recently when a Jury found Mrs. Cora
are candidates for the Senate, twenty Lou Vinson guilty of murder In the
for the House and two for governors first degree for the
slaying of her hus
of atates.
band, Dr. W. D. Vinson.
Chief Justice William Howard Tuft
Mayor William Hide Thompson of
of the Supreme Court will leave this
Chicago lias demanded (be resignation
country about the middle of June for of the entire school board of ten mem
l.ngliincl, where lie will spend several bers und the school board attorney,
weeks In a survey of the Kngllsh Henry Hither, recently Indicted
by the
courts, It was announced. The tour grand Jury on charges of embezzle
will be unofficial, Taft said. This la ment,
larceny and conspiracy.
the flrstt hue that a chief Justice has
The
"big five" Chicago packers
made Such a trip during hi term of
Swift, Morris, Wilson, Armour and
office.
Within one month of the end of the Cudnliy and tuuny of the small pack
ers have agreed to puy 10 cent a bun
fiscal year 1022, the government's
died above the market price tin all
were
undlnary receipts
$l,2l.00i,000
der those for the name period last hogs shipped to the Chicago live stock
year, according to treasury official. market providing they are free from
Total ordinary
for eleven tuberculosis and come from a furm
receipt
month were $!l,U2M'Kiti,(KXi.
In the where both cattle und hog are not In
same period last year they were $, fected with this disease.
NHMHHUKKI.
The Ion is attributed al
Cyanide was placed on the free list
most entirely to shrtnkuge in Income recently after a long battle on the tartaxes.
iff schedules In the Senate. The com
An Injunction by Wyoming to pro.
mlttee amendment placing a duty of
hlblt Colorado from taking water from 10 per cent ad valorem was stricken
the Laramie river was granted by the out on a motion offered by Senator
Supreme Court to the extent of re- Oddle of Nevada and adopted 4(1 to 14,
straining Colorado from using an The restoration of cyanide to the free
amount (if water In excess of the list la vitally Important to the mining
amount fixed hy the court. The state Industry of the west and to the citrus
of Wyoming sought to prevent the dl
Industry of California, whore the
version of water for the Oreeley-Pouchemical Is used us a fumlgant against
dre irrigation project In Colorado.
destructive Insects.
Ihe Senate commerce committee
Charles Shiifstnll, 20 years old, has
unanimously agreed to Incorporate In been arrested In Philadelphia charged
the rivers and harbor bill a provision with obtaining $25 under false pre
committing the government to an ultl
tense from the wife of former Conmate expenditure of
for the gressman Keating of Colorado.
construction of a
I
harbor at
said by police to have con
Corpus Christl, Texas. The entire pro- fessed writing a letter to Mrs. Kent
ject cull for an expenditure of (,1,000,- - lug (induing to be her aon Percy, 30
O00.
years old, who disappeared May 10.
A reduction of $.l.:M2,7-In the pubHenry Ford has Intimated privately
lic debt of the United States In May that he would run for President "If the
was announced by the Treasury 1people of the country desire him to do
uartment recently. The nation's total so," but "he would refuse to spend
grow debt on May 31 was f:rt,l,'(8,8.'!S,- - anv money to bring ubout his notnlnii
W7.
tion or election."
e
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Southwest News
NOT FOR STRIKE

OUT MANY PESTS

Newi

Serrlct.

PRESIDENTS OF SIX ROADS SAY
UNION LEADERS ARE INSPIRING-TALOF WALKOUT.

The W2'A convenin of the Arizona
division of the National Federation of
Postofflce Clerks will be held In No- gale. Postmaster Charles lteutty announced that Nogule was chosen by a
unanimous vote at the annual convention held In Tucson.
When the new Santa Fe shops in
Albuquerque are completed und running on full time over li.tXH) men will
be employed according to report of
the officials in charge. The Machin
ery In the new machine shop alone will
ost over $1,000,000.

Through negotiations that have been
way for the past month, the
State Hank and the People'
State Hunk of Alumogorilo and the
First Slate Hank of Cloudcroft, huve
been merged and the business will be
done in Alumogorilo under the name
of the First State Hank.

under

Charging that hi good name and
reputation were subjected to humilia
tion by reason of his arrest and lm
prlsonment on a charge of having har
bored bandit who held up the Golden
State Limited train west of Tucson on
Starr ha filed suit In
May 15,
Tucson against Sheriff lien F. IMiniel
for flO.iM) and against the Maryland
Casualty Company for $10,000.
I'ablo Ybarru, sentenced to be
banged at the (irant county Jail In 1U17
for the murder of Sara Lenios, u Hur
ley woman, and who recently escaped
from the state asylum, Is now In the
ounty Jail In Silver City, having been
In Kl I'aso. The next step
In the case will he to determine the
anility of the prisoner, and should he
be found sane it is believed thut the
death penalty will he carried out. If
found insane he will be
to the asylum.
Following a meeting of(Aii7.onn state
allocation board at Phoenix, It was announced that recommendations would
be made by the hoard for the designa
tion and location of seven adilltional
units of the organized reserves In Arizona. The board will recommend that
headquarter of the '.'Orith Infantry brigade and the brigade's headquarters be
transferred from Tucsi,: to Warren,
Arln., and that the headquarters company of the 4001 h Infantry be moved
from Itlsbee to Tucson.

riacldo Sllvas, one of eight alleged
bandits who robbed the Kuby, Ariz.,
postofflce last August, and shot and

killed Postmaster and Mrs. Frank J.
l'earson, was found guilty of a charge
of murder by a Jury In Superior Court
at Nogales. The Jury fixed punishment at life Imprisonment.
Contract for the construction of
miles of the
approximately thirty-twOld Trulls Highway between Winslaw
and Ilolbrook have been awarded by
Stute Knglneer Thomas Muddock, and
It I thought work will be started within u few days. Separate bidding was
done on three different sections of the
graded und surfaced road, und the lowest bids totalled ubout $7i,OO0.
Sheriff Ceorge ltatton of Eddy county und a Mexican outlaw are dead,
and Deputy Sheriff Stone Mllbarn Is
seriously wounded a the result of a
gun battle at Hope, N. M., recently.
Sheriff ltatton and Deputies Stone
Mllburn and Sam Katton went to Hope
to get the Mexican, who, according to
Information they had received was
wanted In Texa for escaping from Jail
while serving a life sentence.
Cash and Jewelry valued approximately at $500 were Rtolen from pas
sengers on the Sunset Kxpress, Southern Pacific train, by John J. Kelly,
now held In the county Jull at Tucson
In default of $.ilin bond, according to
an announcement by Special Officer
B. Hughe.
The horizontal railroad freight rate
cut of 12 per cent In the mountain
dUtrlct means much to the mined of
Arizona from which business origin
tes the greater amount of the freight
hand'od in the stale. A handicap of
the nines bus been the freight rates.
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More Product
Many Time
Bulletin
Than at Preeent
Discuue Method.
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The epidemic of smallpox In Mexl- all und other parts of the northern
district of liwer Califernla Is "well
In hand" according to Dr. Frederelclo
Cot a. health officer of Mexicull.
Mrs. Juan Cordova, widow of the
man who was brutally murdered In
the hills near Taos, N. M., some time
ago, has been arrested, charged with
the deed, and held for trial under bond
of $1,000.
The extensive building campaign
that has been under way In Las Vegas
for the past year came Just In time to
enable Las Vegas to take care of the
largest summer school In the history
of the Normul University.
The Jury In the frlul of S. It. lirown,
barged with receiving deposits In the
Central Hank of Willcox as cashier
after he knew the bank was Insolvent
returned a verdict of guilty. It Is re
ported that the Jurors took but two
ballots.
Plans are now under way to hold a
big auto race July 4 In Las Unices In
blch only Ford cars will be allowed
to participate.
The truck is being
worked over and will be In the best
ondltlon at tills time and some good
speed Is looked for.

in Tulip- -

Nectar Going to Waste
Tree Regions.
Rats and Mice Destroy Crops
and Property Valued at MilNo Queitlon but That Area
lions Each Year. .

New Mexico
(Wntero Newspaper Union

FOR

KEEPING HONEY BEE

From All Over

and Arizona

OPPORTUNITIES

CONCRETE KEEPS

RAIL WORKERS

MEN EXPECT REDUCTION

PLAN

THEM

STARVE

TO

OUT

(Prepared by the United Btatei Department

Done by Building
Building or
Cut Off Their
Old Structure
Suppy of Food.

Thl

THREE

BALLOTS
STRIKE
OR
DERED DISPATCHED TO 400,000
RAILWAY SHOPMEN.

I

W.

(By
(Western Nrwpaper

Union Newt Service.)

Beit

G.

Rat-Pro-

KAISER, Agricultural Engineer.)
when

the Pled Piper
of Hamlin destroyed the rats, no other such satisfactory method of ridding
farms of these pests has been found.
The best way Is to starve them out
Since

Chicago. Declaring that there is no
talk of a strike among railway work
ers, the presidents of six Chicago roads
Issued a Joint statement charging that
all threats of a walkout were being In
spired by union leaders.
The statement, which was signed by
IT. E. It v ruin of the
Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul ; Hule Holden, the Burlington ; W. II. Finley, the Northwestern ; J. E. Gorman, Hock Island; C. H.
Murkhnni, Illinois Central, and S. M.
Felton, Chicago, Oreut Western, said
In purt :
"Threats of a strike, made by lead
ers of the railroad labor unions, are
that
appearing with such frequency
the time seems opportune for question
ing the soundness of their talk. There
Is a very good reason
foe doubting
whether the men themselves, that
the railroad employee, really are In
sympathy with resistance to the deel
lions of the United States railway la
bor board.
I he truth Is
that the men have
been expecting a reduction
In their
wages and have made or are making
preparations to meet the new scale.
There is no talk of strike among the

the

time

With the tons and ton of nectar
going to waste every yeur In the tulip- tree region of the United States be
cause the colonies of bees are not
strong enough to get the full amount
of surplus, there Is no question that
this area may furnish many times
more honey than it does at present.
This opinion Is expressed by the United States Department of Agriculture in
Farmers' Bulletin 1222, "Iieekeeplng
In the Tulip-TreRegion," prepared
by E. F. Phillips and George S.
and now available for distribu
tion.
The tulip tree Is occasionally found
as far north as Vermont and Rhode
Island, and west to Michigan, Arkan
sas and Louisiana. On the outer limits of Its distribution It Is not abun
dant. It is more plentiful on the
south shore of Lake Erie and rare
west of the Mississippi river, ecept
In northeastern Arkansas and southeastern Missouri, The trees are more
al
abundant and larger In the
part of Its range, especially In
Tennessee,
Kentucky, the western
part of the Carolina, and In the
basin. It Is common throughout
the Piedmont plateau of Marylund and
Virginia.
1 hat this honey can be marketed at.
a profit is attested by the fact that
this section now sends to outside re- e
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How an Old Foundation
Fig. 1
May
Be Ratproofed and a Concrete Floor

1

Installed.

this can only be done by building
rutproof buildings or ratprooflng such
structures as are already built. The
United States Department of Agriculture say that rats and mice destroy
crops and property valued at more
than $200,000,000 yearly. They carry
bubonic plaguq and other fatal dis
men."
ease. One pair of rat at the end of
three years will be the ancestors of 18
Cincinnati.
Three strike ballots generations amounting to 859,709,482
Individuals.
were ordered dispatched to the
Plin for Foundation.
of
the country,
railway shopmen
In the three illustration, I have
with an urgent appeal that the vote
and
be returned to union headquarter In shown how to build foundations
floors ratproof ; how to build a false
Chicago by June 2", leuving a margin
of five days to clear the deck for ac- foundation alongside an old founda
tion and floor It to keep rats from
tion before the shopmen's $(10.0OO,(XK)
through and how to ratproof
wage cut, ordered by the Ilallroad La- working
a wooden building.
bor Hoard, goes Into effect on
July 1.
Lumber piles and other miscellaneFollowing the release of the ballots ous structure form a living place for
by the executive council of the six fed- rats which should be eliminated. Lumerated shop crafts, International headquarter of the six unions were instructed to send out a letter to all loand

400,-00-

cal

urging lmmedite action on the

bul-lots-

O

?
Modern Home

.

for Bee.

part of it honey supply-TheIs not the local prejudice to darlc
honey which exists In the clover region and in the West. All these factors taken together make the region
one oV promise. The enormous number of colonies of bees In tills region
Is pointed to as proof of the great
nectar resources, and If these colonies
are given proper care vast quantities
of honey can be produced.
The abandonment of the "gums"
and
and the adoption of
modern equipment, together with practices more suited to the region, is ad
vised. The region. It is said, needs
more men engaged in beekeeping on
a commercial scule as a chief or only
occupation. The peculiarities of thereglon, however, are such as to demand a close study of the business:
Careless beekeeping, it Is pointed out,
Is entirely unprofitable,
especially In
places where the main honey flow
comes so soon after the last killing
frost of the spring.
Copies of the bulletin, which dis
cusses methods for carrying on thebusiness successfully, may be had free-bwriting to the Department of Agriculture, Washington, D. C.
glons for

The letter was regarded as a cer
tain forecast of a walkout on July 1,
If the vote of the membership favors
a strike. To facllitute diking the vote,
every local lodge was Instructed to
call a special meeting Immediately on
receipt of the printed bullets, which
are now on the presses In Chicago.
The letter was signed by the six international heads: William 11. John
ston of the machinists; J. A. Franklin,
;
James Kline, blacksmiths ; J. J. Hynes, sheet metal work-ergJames P. Noonan, electrical workers; Martin F. Hyan, carmen, und II.
M. Jewell, president railway employed
department of the American Federation of Labor. The action of the shop
crafts follows n decision by all the
railway unions affected by wage re
duetlons.
strike ballot ol
The
the shopmen resulted from notification
from the labor board that it had declined to order restoration of wages
and working conditions declared to
have been Illegally changed on certain
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2 Showing a Good Method of
Making Foundation and Floor of
New Buldllng Ratproof.
ber piles should be elevated at least
18 Inches from the ground, board walks
should be replaced by concrete and
garbage should be kept in concrete or
metal containers having
tops. There should not be a scrap of
food left where rats can get it.
Concrete Mixture.
For foundation work such as I have
e
mixture of
mentioned a
Is recommended. This means one
road.
cubic
sack of portlund cement to 2
feet of sand and 4 cubic feet of pebKlan.
Indict 37 Ku Klux
bles or broken stone. As is absolute
Los Angeles. Three high officials ly necessary in all concrete work, the LAYING HENS IN FARM FLOCK
alleged members of the sand and pebbles should be free from
and thirty-fou- r
Between-15Number
Ku Klux Klan were Indicted by the loam and trash and the water used Most Efficient
and 500, Say Ohio
should be fit for drinking purposes.
Los Angeles county grand jury" recentPoultry Expert.
in
ly on five counts of felony charges
connection with a raid at Inglewood,
At least 150 laying hens should
near Los Angeles, on April 22 last. The
constitute the farm flock, say poultry
klan officers were William S. Unburn,
experts at the Ohio experiment station. The most efficient flock I begrand goblin" of the Pacific domain,
tween ISO and 500. The flock conand supreme attorney of the order; O.
W. Price, king kleagle for the state of
taining fewer than 150 hens is not
efficient, while flock
of more than
California, and N. A. linker, kleagle or
600, though perhaps too large for the
organi.er for the county of Los Angeneral farmer, may be better adaptgeles.
ed to those specializing fruit and poultry farm.
Villa Franca Death List Drop.
Buenos Aires. Discovery of addiPROPER FERTILIZER TO BUY
tional survivors from the wreck of the
V
3
T
steamship Villa Frnncu on the Parana
Most tconomical Material I That
river ho brought the estimated death
Containing Hlghett Percentage
.
)
fQroynd turfgel
accordlist from eighty to thirty-fouof Plant Food.
ing to advices to La NecVon. Among Fig. 3 Building Supported on Pier
The most economical fertilizer to
Ar
Ratproofed by Raising Above
the survivor were Prof. E. W.
Ground Level and Placing Concrete buy Is the one containing the highest
of Trlnceton University and hit
Between Wall Above Sills.
percentage of the plant food needed.
family. Dr. Kem merer Is investigating
South American flnnnclul condition! Only enough water should be added to It will cost more per ton, but may be
for the United States government.
make the mixture of a quaky and jelly- used at a lower rate per acre because
It does not contain so much oseless
like consistency. Floors of concrete
material.
not
Inches
than
4
should
be
less
thick.
Eight Hour.Every Day "Freshie."
be
on
either
may
They
placed directly
Springfield, Ohio. "A definite eight-hou- the ground or on a cinder base, but al- CARING FOR TOMATO PLANTS
day every day for every student" ways be sure the soli la well drained.
was the somewhat unusuul program For floora, a concrete mixture of one Four or
t
Stake Should Be
outlined for future students at Witten- sack of portland cement, 2 cubic feet
Driven Alongside Each Vine
an
announcement of sand and 3 cubic feet of gravel or
When Soil I Soft.
berg College in
annual com- stone Is recommended.
made at the seventy-sixtSecure a four or five foot stake for
mencement exercises by President
Along with ratproof buildings, start
Reese Edgar Tullos. No time clocks a campaign for killing rats. If the each tomato plant and be ready so
or monitors would he used, President ground Is undermined with holes. It is the stakes can be driven down by each
Tullos said, standards being prescribed possitde to drive them Into the open or plant when the ground Is soft. If the
that will require students to work at to suffocate them by connecting the tomatoes are to be trelllsed similar
lystem of holes with the exhaust pipe to grapes, secure posts and two wire
least eight hours.
for each row.
a automobile.
Fig.
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THE CUERUO CLIPPER.

The Directoire

am's Pre $8

Bids for Favor

Some of the most Important dressmakers have elected to emphasize the
Directoire drapery. Thus in the recent collections there is a distinctly
new type ot Directoire costume; because while introducing the Directoire
motif in the skirt the couturier has
kept the low waistline bodice. There
Is a very stroiig feeling, notes a fash-Iowriter in the New York Tribune,
that there will he a decided development into more pronounced Directoire

n

X

wore priceless white and gray pearli
as earrings nnd In the form of an upper arm bracelet with pendant ends,
each end holding a peaisshaped pearl

gray or w hite.
Less extreme In Its effect is a model
In crepe de chine with beautiful em-

fc-VftVC-

l

AWIBis

In

broideries of ruby and white beads,
The dress Itself Is a pale mauve crepe
de cliine. From the hips down It Is
pure Directoire, while above that It
A
has the straight chemise form.
pretty fenture Is the scarf, which falls
from one shoulder at the bnck and
Is attached to a bracelet.
This scarf,
together with the earrings, Is an Important part of the toilette. Both
jeweled ornnments are developed In

rubles

and

8

3

pearls.

Many of the decolette models have
straps
specially designed shoulder
s
worked out like Jewelry, but In
and Imitation onyx. This house
uses also very elaborate belts like real
jewels set In metal. One of the most
Btriklng novelties Is an entire dress
made of dull black paillettes, through
which is wrought a design In colored
paillettes, also In mat finish. This Is
extraordinarily new looking, more like
a brocade than a spangled gown, as
one always associates spangles with a
brilliant or sparkling surface.
Worth goes In for vivid colors and
plays a full series of reds, yellows and
He has
combinations.
Btrinklngly beautiful dresses all in
flame red or flame yellow. Two new
used by this house are
known as Lucifer and Aurora.
Despite his apparent interest In high
colors, Worth shows many lovely all- black evening dresses. A beautiful
model, called solr de fete, Is 1". black
satin studded In a design of
hammered directly Into the
fabric and with the Directoire drnpery
Model of Crepe de Chine Showing the held on one
hip under the fullness by
Use of Greek Drapery.
a large motif In jet and rhlnestones
However, the cleverness of with glnnt acorn pendants.
styles.
this new Directoire note Is Its fulnt Matching Wraps for Evening Dresses.
He has another lovely model, quite
suggestion and the actual creation of
distinctly modern things around this Greek In Its feeling, called I'hedre. It
is developed In black satin combined
basicly classic idea.
As everybody knows, the Directoire with a dull black and gold gnuze, the
was a development from the Greek
latter arranged In plaited panels. RItz
an effort, as it were, to adapt the slm is the name of a handsome nlnck
pllelty, and art of early Greek dress satin and black lace dress, and Lucifer
to the uses of the adventurous, In of a lovely golden pink !ace dress.
trigulng spirit and mnnners of the Saturnal Is a beautiful black model
turbulent Directoire. Thus what in its with elaborate embroidery on .the
natural Greek environment was mod' sleeves. Antar Is a barbaric looking
est, simple and pure became flagrant- printed crepe. Danseuse Rouge, an
ly brazen, elaborate and vulgar. The evening dress In cerise and silver, and
crepe,
artificiality of French life at that Pimparte, a black
period transformed freedom Into !! are both very Directoire In feeling.
cense, purity into grossness and art
Very striking evening dresses fenture in the collection of Madeleine et
Into sensuality.
Skirt Draped, Low Waistline Remains, Madeleine, and the choicest models are
by
matching
It Is a matter of history that during always accompanied
the French Directorate women who wraps, another extravagance which
Greek fashions women should regret.
ndopted these
Relle Nuit Is a gorgeous evening
bodies
in order that
their
greased
toilette
consisting of a dress and cape
and
their transparent
clinging drap
eries should reveal more clearly their wrap In bluek satin. The dress In
med
physical charms. It is claimed, too, draped Directoire style is trln
that during this period a mun's sue with bands of rlilnestone ornnments
cess was only limited by his ambition and silver embroidery. The cape, all
and a woman's by her beauty. Thus black except for tin silver fabric cothere was no limit in audacious dress, llar. Is lined throughout with an exHappily, today the Directoire motif is quisite fabric.
Esclave Is a gorgeous red satin
somewhat tempered by a sense ot prodress with matching mnnteau. This is
priety.
rhlne-stone-

if

if

varl-color-

rose-yello-

rhlne-stone-

d

The direct Greek is strong also in
many of the
and evening
All
dresses are Greek in spirit.
through the past winter there has been
a tendency toward the draped eveIn their effort to find
ning dress.
something distinctly new and interesting the Paris dressmakers have -- ow
verged toward the Directoire; that Is,
the Directoire evidenced in The skirt
drapery, but not yet defined in the
bodice.
It has been an easy step from the
Grecian styles of the winter to merge
Into the Directoire, because It was the
Greek that Inspired the Directoire
during the early triumphs of N poleon,
before he became so ambitious as tu
create an empire.
The Directoire has not been i vogue
since 1908, and it Is curious to relate
that it was displaced by the Moyen
Age or low waistline in 190!). Since
that time all the fashions have revolved around the low waistline and
the natural uncorseted figure.
who excels in evening
Worth,
dresses, is notably working on the
Directoire lines, lie lias made numberless day and evening dresses very
suggestive of that period. It Is Interesting to note, however, that the
draperies are treated In an entirely
original way, owing to the fact that
they are now at the right side and
not the left, as in the original period.
The low waistline is practically always retained.
Features Black With Vivid Colors.
Among the Worth evening dresses
there Is hardly a failure, but on embarrassment of riches. , One might
with closed eyes choose from the many
beautiful models offered. This house
Is showing many beaded evening
dresses, using square, oblong and
round crystal beads in Jet and In color,
also many large cabuchons in high
colors. Rhinestone and jet motifs and
Jewel studded embroideries are shown
on evening dresses.
Worth's sensational
the
novelty
Directoire gown combined with the
low waistline Is developed In black
satin and turquoise blue net elaborately embroidered In turquoise beads
and crystals.
No'hing more lovely
can be Imagined than this combination
of black and blue. The
woman who wore this created a veritable eousatinn. particularly
as she

the new collections, and
most attructlve afternoon

dark-haire- d

DIS spring about 13,000,000 Americans recelve(1 free packages of vegetable and garden seeds from their
senntors and representatives In conI S
gress. Uncle Sam not the member
I ( J M of congress bought the seeds, tied
YyS. THA UP the packages, put them in the
mail and carried them free to every
1
Sr
nook and corner of the land. Of
course, in the last analysis, the
people themselves though they ap
parently got something for nothing, paid for these
seeds, since the cost of the purchuse and distribution came out of the public funds.
Doubtless this seed business all seems peacenble
enough to the voter who gets the seeds, but, good
ness, he should be In Washington when the annual flurry over these same seeds Is on ! It's really
as exciting as a
circus, for there are two
seed flurries going on at one and the same time.
One Hurry is going on at Uncle Sum's seed ware
house, where a small army of gjrls is doing up the
seeds and pasting on the franks of the members
of congress and hustling the packages off to the
mails.
The other flurry Is In the capltol, where congress
is fighting tooth and toenail over the question of
whether It will distribute seeds again next spring.
Xou see, Uncle Sam's fiscal year begins July 1
each year and he has to make a seed appropria
tion a year in advance or no seeds. So this
spring, while congress was fighting out the same
old fight on seeds for 1023, the 1022 distribution
of seeds was going merrily on under an appropriation made after a prolonged fight In the spring of
A,
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of red nnd silver brocade, embroidered
In Jeweled motifs of rose design, the
Jewels being sapphires and rhlnestones
on the red and silver background.
In some of the evening dresses a
matching fan Is featured. A beautiful
model called L'Enchnlnee Is In white
satin trimmed with rose petals. There
Is an exquisite fan covered with th,
same rose petals that belong to the
dress. Another lovely purple dress U
trimmed with purple ornaments and
with it was carried a purple ostrich
fan, the fan being a gauze stretched
on a pearl frame and trimmed with
fringelike irotlfs of purple ostrich.
Many of the Madeleine et Madeleine elaborate evening wraps are
completed with foot length boas it
ostrich that Is, full length wraps
hnve collar and stoll-llk- e
trimmings
formed of thick ostrich, boos.
.
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The fight over the seed distribution usually runs
about like this: The appropriations committee
reports the agricultural department appropriation
bill without the seed item. Some "seed man" offers a seed amendment. The antls object to the
amendment on a point of order. If the speaker
rules against the seeds the house overrules him,
Then the bill goes to the senate and the senate
throws out the seed amendment. The bill then
goes to conference nnd the senate and house
wrangle over the seed Item with other items
until an agreement is readied. It's like a game of
poker bluff and rulse. And of course there's alfor the agricultural appropriaways a
tion bill must be passed, seeds or no seeds.
This year the fight was unusunlly prolonged,
but as usual the seed men In the house had their
way. The agricultural bill carrying $:S.'X)0,O00
contained an item of $300,000 for the free distribution of seeds In 1923.
In the course of the bouse debate this spring
Representative Rill G. Lowrey of Mississippi, a
"seed man," rend Into the Congressional Record an
Interesting article on Uncle Sam's seed distribution from the Washington Sunday Star. Here are
some of the points brought out in the article:
At a cost of $300,000 food products to the value
of $130,000,000 will be grown from 100,000 packages
of vegetable seeds and 10,000 packages of flower
seeds which are being sent out from Washington
by each and every one of the 00 senators and 435
members of the house under 13,000,000 franks (free
postage) to home gardeners in every Stute In the
Union.
Now, let us look over the historical background
for this annual "graft." The purchase of seeds
and plants by the government may be said to
date back to colonial days. As early as 1743 the
British parliament granted $600,000 to promote the
cultivation of Indigo and other crops In the American colonies, and the assemblies of the various
colonies appropriated small sums from time to time
to encourage the cultivation of plants new to the
country, such ns hops In Virginia, mulberry trees
for silk culture In Georgia, and vineyards for the
establishment of an American wine Industry,
In 1839, through the efforts of Henry L. Ells
worth, commissioner of patents, an appropriation
of $1,000 was made for the purpose of collecting
and distributing seeds, prosecuting agricultural investigations, and procuring agricultural statistics,
witli which 30,000 packages of seeds were purchased and distributed.
This appropriation
marked the beginning of the Department of Agriculture.
Demands upon members of congress for seeds
became so numerous and Insistent that It was Impossible to fill the orders with new varieties of
seeds. The practice of sending out larger and
larger quantities of vegetable seeds thus developed.
During the yenrs from 1889 to 1803 practically
U
entire seed appropriation was expeiidel for
n
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standard varieties of vegetable

In 1804 a change was advocated

and flower seeds.
nnd action taken

to discontinue the customary distribution.
This
action was not approved by congress, which, In an
act approved April 25, 1800, changed the wording
of the previous act. The attorney general, to
whom the question was submitted for decision,
held that the purchase and distribution of seeds,
including vegetable and flower seeds, were mandatory and left the secretary of agriculture without
discretion. Congress has specifically reserved for
Itself the distribution, with proportionate allotments to each member, of
of all the seeds
and plants purchased by the department. So that
Is where "congressional seed distribution" originated.
Now, then, It costs Uncle Sam about 8V4 cents
for every package of seeds sent out by a congressman, tinch package contains five different kinds
of seed. The following kinds of vegetable seeds
are purchased for free distribution: Peas, beets,
lettuce, onions, radish, beans, corn, carrots, cucumber, parsley, parsnip, squash, tomato, turnip,
and watermelon. There are 14 combinations, so
that a member of congress can select the five
different kinds of seeds he wants to send out In
one package. Similarly there are 22 different varieties of flowers, such ns chrysanthemum, aster,
cosmos, balsam, candytuft, dlanthus, nasturtium,
poppy, sweet peas, petunia, zinnias, mignonette.
That package containing live small papers of
seeds, which costs the government 3V4 cents, If
bought In the open market would cost 50 cents.
The olllce of seed distribution In the Department
of Agriculture keeps an exact account for each
member of congress, just the same as a bnnk
The member is credited with bis quota
and is allowed to draw against that quota. Just
the same ns against a bank account.
From one sample package, containing five smnll
papers of seeds, any person can raise at least $15
worth of food, according to the agricultural authorities. Deducting $5 for waste, loss In transit,
or carelessness In planting or poor soil, It leaves
a $10 net production. Members of congress are
sending out this your 13,000,000 of these large
packages (five pa pens In each), which. It Is conservatively estimated, will return $130,000,000 food
products for an outlay of $3tM),(K)0, which certainly
should have some effect on the economic life of
this country.
When the annual fight over the appropriation
Is being waged the claim Is often made that the
free-seedistribution conies near wrecking the
I'ost Oflice department nnd Is responsible for an
annual deficit. The records show that the run Is
usually from 1,500,000 pounds to (5(10,000 or 700,000
pounds, and that If the olllce of seed distribution
paid postage on each package, the same as any
private individual, the postage bill would never
have been more than $131,000, and that It would
average nbout $05,000.
Every seed sent out Is tested for vitality and
for trueness to name. These tests are made on
the experimental farm of the department, near
Arlington National cemetery, although the
tests are mostly made In the laboratory by
using blotter paper. All seed has to be of the
particular variety ordered. The department, while
opposing the congressional distribution, takes very
good care that the seeds are nil good before they
are sent out. It sets a very high stnndnrd to which
the seeds must register, n much higher stundnrd
than Is often required commercially. If the seeds
do not rench that standard, they are shipped back
to the contractor from whom they wore purchased
at the hitler's expense. Some years they seject
a very large amount this year, for example, about
150,000 pounds, after It had reached Washington
because the germination was not high enough.
This Is sent back as not good enough for congressional seed distribution, but there Is no assurance anywhere thnt the very same seed Is not
disposed of commercially.
Uncle Sam buys those seeds on straight competitive bids, and when any contractor's deliveries show a consistent poor germination he Is
KhcIi bidder Is Informed why be did
blacklisted.
not get the contract, told who did get It and why
five-sixt-

germl-nutio-
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nnd the price pnld.
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Congressmen are coming more and morf to sew!
out. not to the voting H!
to Hie school children, t
civic organizations, chaiiihci's of commerce, bank
and factories for workmen, nnd a great deal t
miners.
With tho department oppom-- to the ctmgresslon-a- l
seed distribution, and with emigres ItwhHoalljr
for It, Oliver F. Jones, originally from CfwhtnstV
who Is In active dim go of this work, has bad an
unenviable Job as buffer between the department
and congress for ubout twenty years. H probably knows all the members of congress more
than any oilier iiinn In Washington, because he is culling upou them In their offices
ry
day In the year. At present he Is getting uiore
than 200 telephone calls n day from them, dictates
f
about 100 letters a day to them, and bus 20 or
them calling on him In his office each day.
The seed distribution Is conducted under
of plant Industry, of which Dr. Wllflsm A.
Taylor Is chief. R. A. Oakley and J. IS. W. Tracy
purchase under contract all the seed that enter
into the congressional distribution and auperrbxr
the medianicul and physical work of Oiling til
packages and mulling thetn. Mr. Tracy is In
charge of the seed warehouse, located at X1Q Pennsylvania avenue, which is not at all modern, well
ventilated or lighted. This building was erectert
In 1884 and was the scene of receptions, banquet
and Inaugural bulla for Andrew Jnckson, Alurtln-VaHuron and Abraham Lincoln. This la not
government-ownebuilding, but has been reutt
by the department nnd used us a seed wareliouw
for about ten years.
The filling of the orders of congressmen Is n
distribution. The
Interesting part of the
members supply their franks In sheets of ten.
They are cut up into single slips and cwuiled Into
bundles by export counters from the bureau of
engraving and printing. As a member sends la
an order a blue slip it made out calling upon th
seed warehouse to deliver that quantity, and tbla
Is acconipanfed by the corresponding rromher of
franks. The seed pucknges are either sent to lh
olllce of the member of congress, If the frunhs ar
not addressed, or are mailed out directly frons
the seed warehouse If they are addressed.
These frankB are now coming In at the role of
200,000 or 300,000 a day. Each member Is enillle
to 20,000 packages of vegetable seeds and 2.000
packages of flower seeds. As each of theae packages contains five small papers of seeds. It really
means that 110,000 papers of seeds are eut oti
by each member of the senate and house.
The way In which these seeds are tlrst put lnto
the small papers and sealed and then put one each
of five different kinds Into a larger pnekuge an
sealed, with the member's frank pasted on each
package for direct mailing, Is an intercntlng part
Till
of the congressional distribution system.
is done by contract, and this year a new contractbo
or Is on the Job, Frank Clarke of Waco,
has speeded up the work by devising a new gluliiiC
machine.
The seed envelopes are filled by machinery-.which automatically weighs the contents of ear
envelope. Two girls work at one of these machines, one filling and the other sealing the llMlev
envelopes on a revolving belt. Filling and anillnK'
30,000 of these little envelopes Is considered a B'1
day's work. The girls get piecework over 20.000
a dry.
Other girls sit at big tables pasting the congressional franks onto the contnluer on which are)
printed the names of the five varieties vt vegetables or flowers that are to be plnced wlrhta. A
belt carrier runs beside huge bins Into vrfth-- tn
smull packages of seed huve been dmnped. As
the rlrls finish pasting the franks on the Wg eiv
velopes they are curried, one at a time, along tliHs
traveling belt roadway and In front of a bin at
regular Intervals are girls, ench of wbmtn ellne to
a small envelope, nnd the container proreed te
an Inspector and then pnst another girl, who srtil
up the package by machinery.

their quotas of seeds
In their districts but
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Wine of Dandelions
Under Official Ban

Had Your Iron Todayt

CThe Kitchen

Newark, N. J. Iandelinn art
not fruit mid hence cannot be
used legally In the manufacture
of wine for family uxe.
Dandelion v hie addicts with a
conscience are responsible for
this ruling of Federal Prohibition
Commissioner
HayneH,
mude public by Collector of internal Itevenue KeruiiNou.
Inquiries by law ablder)
who feiireil dandelion
nilnht
not be one of tbo fruit wine
Mocks permissible for honseh
s
to use on permit cuusud IiIiu
to Bend tbo iiiery to Wiudilng-- I
on. Collector Ferguson wild.
While be rilled what n dandelion In not, the commissioner did
not render u declHlon on what a
dandelion In whether It ranks
hh a vejcetahle, a Rower or a
weed.

Cabinet

,
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The thousands of radio fan who nljfhtly listen Into the weather reports,
rrop reports, messages from Secretary Mellon and other Important Koveru-menttatements, will be Interested In meeting face to fine T. C. dale, the
down. T1m number of trees
man who talka to them each evening. Here In Mr. Gale at work In his office tamped died
which
Is very small compared
funs
the
over.
to the Poatofllce department, broadcasting messages to
country
with the total number planted out.
The early plantings of the developed
slock have flourished, many of the
trees now being thirty feet or more In
height. The original heavy stand of
grass on the ground has given way to
a thick floor of decaying pine needles,
which, It Is expected, will tnuterlally
change and Improve the character of
the soil. As high as 80 per cent, of the
trees planted In some years huve lived.
The average Is between 00 per cnt
For
years the experts have und 70
Big Reforestation Campaign Is worked eighteen
per cent.
at producing a tree which
The ranchers In the sand hills have
Under Way in Western Secwould measure 'ip to their necessities,
the idea of reforestation, and
und they have developed a hardy class taken up
tion of Nebraska.
there Is scarcely a cattle ranch within
of nursery
tork which they have
fifty miles of the national forest that
proved will jrrow and thrive In the bus not
planted a windbreak or a wood
very sandiest portion of the sandhills. lot. Knell
year since 1012, when seedTrees from the llessey nursery now
FIND RIGHT KINO OF TREE
are being trunsplanted out onto the lings became available, the government
bus given free to the ranchers us many
hills und are "making good."
of the acclimated trees us they would
Completed Work Call for Planting of
Preparing the Soil.
agree to plant and cure for. As u reLand
Pine
Tree
To eliminate the competition for sult the whole character of the des3,000,000,000
moisture by the native vegetation a pised "sand bills" Is gradually underNo Good for Firmi to It Wai
deep furrow Is plowed, und In the going a change, and It Is expected In
Made Into National Forest.
bottom af thin furrow a specially de- time that tbo terrific winds which
Mncoln, Neb. In western Nebnisku, signed plow makes u suitable trench, heretofore huve swept the hills withIn which the young trees urn set, anil out Interference will be much temlilting the l'lHinal river, one of the liiont
Mupendoti public works ever under- the sand Is trumped down tightly pered.
When the project Is completed the
taken In this country 1h getting under about t lie trt-- routs. The surface of
It la the reforestation of the the Hiiml becomes very dry, hut the Nebraska National forest will be one
way,
itund billN, and tliu completed work niolNturn Is retained deep down where of the very largest bodies of urtlllchil
culls for the planting of 8,0M,000,0(0 the routs of the young trees are forestiitlon In the world.
plile trees in u section of the country
wM'ru no trees have been known to
In the next Mix weeks more
grow.
than a million and u half Western
jullow pine and Jack pine sprouts will
be planted In the reservation, which Is Divers Plan to Recover Treasure
cylinder of caustic soda. A
valve outlet discharges the air. keen.
known ns the Nebraska National
From Bed of Ocean.
Ing pure air circulating nt least four
forest.
nours.
For thirty five years efforts to grow
The onlv line Hint connects thp diver
treei have heen made on these bills by Benjamin F. Leavltt Invents Diving
with the ship above will be n hnlf-lncthe dwners of the entile ranches which
Suit With Which He Expects to
nontwtstlng cable that costs $1,120. Indot that section, mid for twenty yeurs
Salvage $11,000,000 Lost With
side this will he a telcnhnne wire con
a scientific aunpalgn to innke that
Lusitania and Arabia,
forest
Into
national
necting with a transmitter and receiv
a
great
country
ers wttliln (tin headpiece.
bus l"cn made, but not until this year
I'lilluilolphln. Salvaging of the gold
The diving suit weiichs RfiO nounrts
has (lie bleu gotten down to u real sunk with the Lusltanln und the
working basis. At the present time Arable, mime $11,000,000 In nil, In the but the enormous pressure of deep wa
tifty men and the nceesmtry horses and object of Itrnjatnln Franklin I.eavltt, ter reduces the weight on the ocean
tractors are doing nothing but plant- who recently sailed from New York floor to 75 pounds.
Another I.envltt Invention Is a deep-se- a
ing yimng trees. For the next six for the spot off Ireland where the
light, a gluss globe half an Inch
weeks they will devote full time to It. I.UHltaniii wont down In 1013.
power
Then the work must wait until next
The expedition Is costing $2.r,000, thick Acontaining a
and some tKM) stockholders are back- bulb. series of these will he dropped
j ear.
on
weights enabling the diver to see
Ono thousand acres this year will be ing Leavltt.
IMvers will '.mve to ro down 285 over a radius of ueven feet.
planted with 1,500,000 young trees. Tbo
The salvage ship will be held directNebraska National forest consists of feet to rencii the I.usltnnla and 815
J(!,i,(HK) iicres, which were withdrawn
for the Arabic twice an far, I.eavltt ly over the sunken slip by six five-tuanchors.
from the public domain In 1IMK!.
saja, us uny diver bus ever been able
lutigliingly remark the tract to go in an ordinary rubber diving
::- was Milled a "forest" becauso In nil suit.
the 'JU.'i.Ooo acres there was not u
Hut benvitt bus spent six years InRock. Dislodged by Cow,
Much' tree of any description.
venting Ills own diving nrmor. in his
Rolls Down Hill, Kills Boy
Not
Grow.
Trees Would
first test, In 1!M(1, he mude the world's
Tim sandhills of western Nebraska record descent of 801 feet In Lake
I'lkevllle. K.v. Graying on a
are Just what their mime Implies. They Michigan.
hillside past ro, a family cow
lire partially covered with H sort of
Klght (living suits have been built In
dislodged u 2." pound rock which
Brass, especially In the small valleys. I.onvllt's own factory here nt a cost
rolled down the bill nod crushed
1 hn country cannot bo fanned. So the of $2,!00 eiivh. The I.eavltt suit Is
to death Luther Lamb, the
very roughest port Ton was segregated made of innnKiiiiese bronze, a quarter-Iricson of Mr. and Mrs.
and made Into a "forest."
thick, the torso end headpiece
Itlchiird taint), residing In the
Hut trees would not grow when solid and tlir anas and Vks made of
lintllff Creek section.
danted. Thousands and thousands of ribbons of bronze Incased in rubber,
The child had been spending
young pine, spruce and other similar with bull hearings at the shoulders.
the day with bis grandparents,
trees were brought from Wisconsin
"Millions In treasure nt the bottom
along with Ids mother nnd
and Minnesota and were planted on of the ocean never has been salvaged
brother, tale In the
the hills. They promptly died. Differ- beyond a depth of 150 feet," says
afternoon the two boys were
ent species were obtained from the I.envltt, "bemuse the pressure Is too
sent home by their mother. As
mountains, but they also died. Trees great. Air lines get tangled and no
they were passing a cliff near
were brought from still other sections diver cnii work at that depth more
their homo, the huge rock ciiine
of the country and were planted, but Hum 20 minutes, with an hour and a
rumbling down, nno struck the
they nil went the same way. Then quarter to lower and pull up."
youngest boy, who was Instantly
I.eavltt sh.vs a novice can go down
those In charge of the project dekilled.
An Investigation showed
termined to grow a tree that would In bis suit from SOU to f00 feet and
that the Kick bad rolled for a
thrive under sandhill conditions. So remain four hours.
instance of about 100 yards beAir Is manufactured within the suit
they established the "ltessey" nursery
fore striking the tail.
named nfter Ir. Charles K. ltessey, from a tube containing eight cubic feet
of oxygen and nitrogen drawn from a
the famous botanist.

Raise Forest
in Sand Hills

SEEK FOR BURIED LUSITANIA GOLD
four-poun-

h

More serious attention must
also be
,
paid to the Dress. M
flared, ns the bourgeoisie writers ure
ujmg io I. get an independent. press
all the powers of dictator of I'etrogrnd. tm.l
....v.
joui iiiuiKis registered us eni
"Our party has the monopoly of
of the newsnimera o,,u.
..r,i.
this ployees

NEW PARTIES ARE NOW BARRED
Soviets Have Monopoly by Law,
Says Lenin Adviser.

legality," be aald. 'The danger of
monopoly Is thut a number of people
are getting Into the party who would
Declares Communist Party Must Keep go Into the petty bourgeoisie parties If
such exist el.
Its Ranks Closed Fxcept to Those
Strictly Sympathetic With Di"They are not oniln Into the party
ctatorship of Proletariat.
with bud Intentions, and are honest
enough, hut tiring In bourgeoisie views.
No new political parties They are an active purt of t lie popuMoscow.
can be legalized 'n Pussla for a num- lation who like to participate In the
ber of years a t the communist party economic and political life of the counmust continue to keep Its ranks closed try. Weiihall surely be .he monopolists
trlctly sympathetic of the legality of liny party In this
(except to those
with the dh'tutoihlp of the prole- country for a number of years to
tariat, i. K. Zlnovleff told the Inst ses- come."
communist
M. Zlnovloff said It would be diffsion of the
icult to clear out this element of the
jiarty congress.
Zlnovleff Is head of the Third
party, hut, us he labor class must
president if the I'etrogruil "do In" the bourgeoisie, the party's
Provincial soviet, one of Premier
dUliculiles, no matter how great. In reclose! friends and the author of storing UiiKtiin should not permit any
l.enln'a biography, lie Is a fiery, revo- unripe measures that would lead to
nnd la the soviet the restoration of the Menshlvikl or
lutionary
regime virtually has been vested with other bourgeoisie.
l.e-ia'- $

';,,....,

....

ted to operate (all government eon- ,.ll...n
"i '? oiosny or tne old lutein
genlsln class.
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Charge Cruelty and Outrages to Chris,
tiane in Asia Minor by
Turks.

11)22, Wstra Newspaper Uuiuu
"Candor la the seal of a noble mind,
tlie ornament uii-- l pride of man, the
sweetest charm tf woman, the scorn
of rascals and the rarest virtue of

Copyright,

sociability."
WILL ENJO

GOOD THINGS YOU

Now that fresh cabbage Is' In tin
market, the following dish will be cm
we will like to trv.
Pepper Cabbage Salad
fyjjl
Take one quart of
.I
fresh cnbboju chopped
add one cupful of greet

Let's Have
Raisin Bread Tonight

VEM

son and mix with oik
cupful of cream dresslnj
Tc
ami serve on lettuce.

prepare the dressing us'
one tenspoonful of dry mustard. on
tablespoonful of sugar, one teuspoon-fu- l
of sal. and
tenspoonful
of paprika, one tablespoonful of flour
one egg, two tiiblespoonf tls of ollvt
oil or butter and oi:e-lnicupful ol
rich milk.
I'ut the dry Ingredient!
In a howl, add the egg yolk, ani
three tuhlespooufuls of vinegar; cook
up thick and add the remainder ol
the Ingredients, heating well. Just
f
before serving, add
cupful oi
whipped creum.
Dissolve three
Delight.
Tapioca
fourths of a cupful of sugar and one
balf tenspoonful of salt In four cup
fuln of coffee which has been strained
Add one cupful of minute tapioca an(
cook over hot wnter until It Is perfect
f
Add
ly transparent.
cupfu
of chopped nut meats und
of
and
vanilla. Chill
servi
tenspoonful
with cream.
Club Sandwich. Toast slices o.
bread on one side only, cut In trl
For the filling, spreud end
angles.
side of the bread with anchovy pnsK
mixed with siiliid dressing, then adt
to each slice a lettuce lea.". In betweer
each slice put n layer of tuna Ush
two slices of cooked bacon and twt
rounds of fresh tomato spread wltt
snlnd dressing.
f
Creum
Waffles.
pound ot
butter until creamy; add
a pound of sugar and the yolks ol
f
bree eggs,
pound (two cup
fuls) of Hour, one pint of wnrm milk
arid then when well mixed add salt
mid fold In the
whites
Bnke on a hot waffle Iron. Serve wltt
powdered sugar und preserves or Jam
A most delicious dessert which niaj
be prepared the day before Is this:
Bake an angel food In a sheet, cut ic
squares, cover with crushed strawber
ries ntld sugar and top with whippet!
cream. Or a slice of brick Ice crenii
tuny be used as a filling between lay
ers of cake and topped with berries.
Creum one-buHoney Gem Cakes.
cupful, of butter, then add one-haegg,
cupful of sugar, one
f
cupful of honey, one cupful
of cold water, two cupfuls of sifted
flour nnd two tenspoonfuls of biiklnf
powder. Flavor with lemon and bakj
one-ha-

since you've had delicious raisin
HOW longsince
you've tasted that incom-

parable flavor?
Serve a loaf tonight.

lf

No need to bake it.
Just telephone your grocer or a bakery. Sa
d
bread
you want
generously
filled with luscious, seeded,
Raisins."
The flavor of these raisins permeates the
loaf. A cake-lik- e
daintiness makes every slice
"full-fruite-

Sun-Ma- id

a treat

Serve it plain at dinner or as a tasty, fruited
breakfast toast.
Make delicious bread pudding with leftover slices.
Use it all. You need not waste a crumb.
Raisin bread is luscious, energizing, iron-fooSo it's both good and good for you.
Serve it at least twice a week. Start this
good habit in your home today.
But don't take any but a real,
d
genuine raisin bread.
Your dealer will supply it if you insist.

one-hal-

d.

one-hal-

one-lia-

l:

full-fruite-

Sun-Mai- d

Make delicious bread, pies, puddingt,
cakts, etc Ask your grocer for them. Send
for free book of tested recipes.

one-hal-

one-four-

one-hal-

Sun-Ma-

Find Old Graves in Ireland.
A farmer nt Cnmngbly, near Hnm-ersL eland, while plowing a field

on bis farm discovered two graves at
opposite corners of the field, it took
six men to remove the covering stone
slabs. As well as human remains, one
grave contained a very beautifully designed clay pot In a good state of preservation. The graves were also lined
slabs.
with
Hundreds of
sightseers have visited the spot, and
the general belief Is that the graves
date back to the Sixteenth century.

well-beate-

Irons

or

one-piec- e

pans.

Chronic fault Anders should consider
that It Is their envy which deforms
everything, and that the ugliness la
nut In the object but In the eye.

:

FOR

SWAMP-ROO- T

KIDNEY

AILMENTS

MORE GOOD THINGS
There is only one medicine that really
as a medicine for
stands out
curable ailments of the kidneys, liver and
bladder.
stands the
Dr. Kilmer's Swamp-Roo- t
highest for the reason that it has proven
to be just the remedy needed in thousands
cases.
thousands of distressing
upon
makes friends quickly beSwamp-Roo- t
cause its mild and immediate effect is soon
realized in most cases. It is a gentle,

Hamburg stenk seasoned and mndi
Into a flat enke, then broiled, ninkei
nn entirely differ
ent steak frou
the usual way o:
serving It. If gm
Is
used greusi
the broiler am

place undei

Hume.

Peanut . Buttei
Luncheon Toast. Molt two tablespoon-fulof butter In a suucepuu and add
two tnblespooiifuls of flour; add one
half teuspoonful of salt and a few
dashes of pepper.
When the buttei
and flour are well blended, add oik
f
and
cupfu's of milk, stirring
constantly, then add a beef cube. Stii
over a slow tire until the cube Is dia
solved ni.d the Ranee thick. Have hot
toast ready, spread each piece gener
ously with peanut butter and arrangi
on a philter. Hour the hot sauce ovel
them, and on top of each piece ol
toast place two slices of hot crlsf
bucon. Serve ut once.
Apple Bread. Mix and sift four cup
fuls of Hour, two tnblespounfulB ol
of i
baking powder; add
cupful of sugar, one tenspoonful ol
salt; mix well and stir in twe cupfuli
of apple pulp, place In pans and bakt
f
In a hot oven
hour.
Lemon Potato Pie. Heel and grnt(
one iiiediuiii-siiepotato, pour over It
one cupful of boiling water. Cook
live minutes, stirring constantly.
He
serve two egg whites for a meringue
beat one whole
tin
egg and
yolks of two; add one cupful o1
sugar, a pinch of salt, the grated
rind and juice of a lemon; stir Intc
the potato mixture and cook until II
thickens; cool nnd fill a previously
baked crust. Cover with a meringiw
ind brown In a moderate oven.
Lima Beans en Casserole.
Sunk oik
and
cupfuls of limn bemu
overnight In water to cover, then In
the morning cook until soft. Cook onefourth of a pound of bacon until well
onion:
seared; add two medium-siresliced; coiik until soft. In a greased
tasserole
place a luyer of beam
sprinkled with oabms, and small pieces
of bacon ; add salt sparingly and a
little pepper; repent until nil are used
Over this pour a cupful o' tM n, n,

compound.
once. Sold at all
drug stores in bottles of two sizes, medium and large.
However, if you wish first to test this
great preparation send ten cents to Dr.
Kilmer ft Co., Binghamton, N. Y for a
sample bottle. When writing be sure and
mention this paper. Advertisement.
healing

vegetable

Start treatment at

3.

N-- 20

Ciillf.

Kreano.

What She Wanted.
customer askou one of the saleswomen at the linen counter for a certain style o? handkerchief. The
assistant opened
box after box, looked over the stock In
the showcase with
care, and then
brought forth n reserve stock and
looked painstakingly through this but
without finding what she wanted.
Then from a remote corner of one of
the shelves she took down another box.
When It was opened the customer
exclaimed, "That's It !" and holding up
a
handkerchief she asked,
"How much Is It?"
When told the price she replied, "1
didn't want to buy any of them, but a
friend gave me one for a present, and
I wanted to find out how much she
paid for It."
A

always-pleasan-

gat

Cleverl
Chicago widow bad
her
In for dinner and he
presented her with a check for alimony due her. She took It, laughingly,
saying: "This Is taxation without representation."
A

fascinating

Sure Relief

FOR INDIGESTION

one-hal-

h

one-hal-

d

one-hu-

Four Ahioh.mim
.
Constantinople.
Ilef workers have arrived here nfter
having been depone J from Kbarput
Turkish Armenia, 00 miles norlhwos
.,
i .. , .
o iMuroi'M-liiey lire K. jj, Yowell of
Washington, director of the Kbarput
unit; ur. Mark L. Ward 0f Newtm
i enter, Mass., chief surireon Dr. l!mh
I'armalee of Huston, medical director,
and Miss I aabel Ihirley of I'awtuckev;
U. 1. Mr. Yowell charged the Turki
with unjust and unfriendly trciitnint
of Americans nnd cruelty and outrages
against Christians In Asia Aliuor.

Dept.

Slue Package

one-hal-

gem

Raisin Grower

id

Members hip ISflOO

well-beate- n

1n

Raisins

SeeJec

-

d

ike

a

half

hour.

Bobby
Is hydrophobia,

Bobby's Ma

ter,

6

Wants to Know.

Little Bobby (at the beach)

ma?
Kenr or dread of

wa-

Freshen a Heavy Skin
a
With the antiseptic, fascinating
Talcum Powder, an exquisitely
scented, economical face, skin, baby
and dusting powder and perfume.
Renders other perfumes superfluous.
One of the Cuticura Toilet Trio (Soap,
Ointment, Talcum) . Advertisement.

ELL-ALM-S
25$

Music Hath Charms.
"How do you like your music?"
"Both rare and well done."
adelphia Evening Bulletin.

and

75

Kill All

Packages. Everywhere

Flies! "SES""

MIS

.Plueed atiywlxre, DAISY
fcllU tii fliaa.
Nfit, clean,

r

Cutl-cur-

Always an Opening.
Mr. North No, sir, I don't want any
Insurance. I have no dependents and
I am burning my bridges behind me
Insurance
How
Ah!
Salesman
about Are Insurance for the bridges?

water

Sure Relief

my son.

Bobby (after thinking It over)
Have all those pretty girls In bathing
suits over yonder got hydrophobia,
ma?

Beu-an- s

Hot

What

KILLER attrMta um
ornnmtnta), convenient uh

FLY

'will not mil or injur
tnytblnff. GoaraafeMd.

fLT
At

I

bT EXI'KESS.
HAROLD 80MEB3. IM L

KILLER

tMr

am

pr,p.ld. 11 .SB.
tUlb Af.. Brookln, N.

1.

HAIR BALSAM
Rwt
Bwnty la Grar mmi Fmdti HaM
ewe.
om

ana ii.uvbi ITUrrlfllfc

Chfn.wt,Fclioi.

TJI

HINDERCOR
N$tuaras oulortio
o a
., tot ui
the
"
lo. isj Mil or it Draa.
I mf' "'kilt pia,

Iomm.
-

HILLS HONEY & TAR
Phil-

GOOD

FOR

BAD

COUQHS

65c at stores; 75c by msiit. Address
New York Drug Concern, New York

THE OUEBVO CXJPPXX.
Then he spied on the boys a little but
found that they were all iu the habit
of lunching at a little Greek-luncBe
counter around the corner. Never had
one been known to eat In.
Once he asked Miss Baldwin, who
SI'KIIAL IIUNII SKIIYHK srennd If
took his dictation, whether she had
yon mrnlloB this paper when wrlllasj
firms lirlow.
By PRESIDENT HARDING, and Other Government Heads.
any suspicions on the subject.
I obSHOKS IIKrAIIIKD.
"Don't think," he suld,
OSBORN
JANE
By
Men's aolea, 11.00, 11.25.
!.S0. $180.
ject at all. Whoever tukes It probably
President Warren G. Harding. It is absolutely
Ladies' asles, 80c, 11.05, $1.30, $1.55.
knows that I don't wunt It anyway.
to the maintenance of a secure society and to
Postage prepaid to any point. HASTKHHf
essential
J
Your Skin U
1IOK IIKPAIIl PAC'IOHV.
IV. 1121,
Yellow
by McClure Nwpper Syndicate I am only concerned to think that anythe attainment of a proper moral plane that the law
Front. 153 Champa St. Denver. Colo.
one working here has such a flat purse
So Fragrant
Aunt
to
spend as to need such a tasteless lunch. I'd
Sally Stone had come
CI.KANKIIS AND DVKI1K
should be recognized as sacred and Buprerae. It should
and Smooth
few months with her nephew, Jim
take It up with the salary committee
have at its back and enlisted in its support every ele
Leroy ; and therein lay advantages and If I
Beautiful women know the
thought we didn't pay enough."
disadvantages for Jim, It was pleasment of the community that realizes the desirability
value of uting rain water and
Pretty Molly Baldwin looked reant to think that one of his own kin
at the end of her pencil, and
of Bound, secure, and stable institutions.
pure aoap for their complex
Disregard
would sit across from him at dinner flectively
iom. Became of its purity, girls
her eyes were lowered. "Don't you
of one statute, inevitably must breed a laek of respect
in the dining room of the apartment
today fsvot
think that there might be sotue one
DIAMONDS AND WATCIIK.
hotel where he made his home. It wus
for the law in general.
who well, some one who had enough
iioimi-ai.i.- i:
juv.n?uciK
COLGATE'S
MfB. and Repairing
All orders promptly not so pleasant to have to burden him
who still liked to be
money to
Attorney General Harry M. Daugherty. Respect
self with the duty of telephoning to economical?spendShe he
attended to. Kst. 1R7f. lfith ft Chnmpa.
Csahmere Bouquet Soap
might be help
for law is tho one essential fact of our civilization
Aunt Sally when he would be half an
The fsvorite perfumed soap
ing some one at home, or saving, or
hour late. It was pleasant to think
Without
and property are insecure. The history of civili
for three generations
it,
life,
be
so
liberty,
to
and
eat
something,
might
glad
that his socks would be regularly the lunch
Large site, jjc Medium site, toe
that would otherwise be zation has beon a continuous struggle for law and order. The only sound
darned and that alt missing buttons thrown
away. It costs forty cents at
Luxurious Lasting
for those who favor respect for law to take is that those charged fir
It
would be replaced on his shirts.
least to get lunch even at a cheap position
was not so pleasant when Aunt Sally
and forty cents a day with law enforcement must enforce all the laws and all good citizens must
place, Mr.
became solicitous and inquisitive re- for five Leroy,
a week Is two dollars, obey all the laws. The
days
government will endure on the rock of law en
garding Jim's matrimonial prospects. and two dollars a week for a year Is
forcetneut or it will perish in the quicksand of lawlessness.
There was not a girl's picture on his a hundred dollars."
bureau or desk. There were no femiJim was looking out of the window
Printing
Guy I). Goff, Assistant to the Attorney General. The man who can
nine letters in the mall or In Jim's
and really said nothing. Hut Molly not obey the law, the man who cannot fearlessly enforce the law, and with
Is the Dress
coat pockets.
Nor did Jim have any said, "What did
you say, Mr. Leroy?"
evening engagements save those he ex
of Business.
"I was saying, or, rather, thlnklug, the courage of his convictions bring before our judicial tribunals every
plained as of business Importance.
that you were a girl after Aunt Sally's dastardly and contemptible crook, no matter how high his rank, has no
Is the
All this solicitation was tiresome.
heart. I never knew anyone else who place in our system
Any new law which interferes with the
Even more tiresome did Aunt Sally beKind
Do.
out that way, but apShe figured things
come concerning Jim's lunches.
of
the
personal liberty
community must pass through the stages of open
parently you do, too."
figured out from the results of perthece seemed to be nothing violation, secret violation, passive enforcement, and then universal observas
Then,
Had to Be Careful.
sistent questioning just how much it else to
do, Molly left the room, or ance throughout the land.
Youthful President of the Oriole
must cost Jim to buy his lunches at a
started to. As she went Jim called
Sporting Club Has anybody any ob- restaurant. She estimated how much her back. He had
Roy A. Hayncs, Federal Prohibition Commissioner.
Nothing can
t ions to
LET US SHOW YOU
always admired the
Hlckey becoming a member
this would amount to In a year. Then
such a good sport In work, so affront the American people more than the statement that we cannot en- of tills club?
at breakfast one day Aunt Sally said, girl
efficient In her own particular duties, force our laws. In this statement lies the death warrant of the
Jlnimle Yes, I have I One day I
republic,
beaming:
so even In temperament. Yes. and she
whs
swlpln' apples outa Maura's orfor this nation cannot endure without reverence for law, without the rec"Jim, I found out that they put up was
mTKLS
chard and Hlckey sneaks up and
really very pretty, Aunt Sally
And
the boarders.
lunches
here
for
WINDSOR. lHth
would thoroughly approve of her.
I.urlnrr. Hoomi 75c
ognized authority of law. It is in the last analysis Americanism in con- stoled me whole hag full. Now, I don't
they don't charge for them. You know
up. Special rates to permanent Eueata.
"Did you call me back?" asked flict with Old World customs and
for
it
eat
whether
concept; it is democracy against avarice, think we oughter have guyi la we
lunch
you
you
pay
CMinoPIIAtTOIl
Molly, who had been standing for a
can't trust.
or
It.
not.
to
You're
So
entitled
lawlessness and anarchy. The issue divides men not upon the question of
H. J. MEHKD1TH, I. C, 810 Interstate
moment while Jim was reflecting.
Chorus of Members Jlmmle's right
told the waiter to have yours put up
Trust Bids. Free Consultation,
"I asked If you would go to lunch their appetites but upon the question of their loyalty to their country.
We don't want no crooks In this club.
with the rest." Then Jim saw with
with me," said Jim, surprised at his
Judicial Section, American Bar Association. The judicial section of Guy like that would give us Oriole
sinking heart the manlla paper bag, own
decision. "I thought we
an awful black eye. Life.
large and bulky, beside Aunt Sally's could quick over some business."
the American Bar association venturing to speak for all the judges, wishes
talk
Jim.
"Here
Don't
It
is,
forget
plate.
On the list of "Specials for Today" to erpress this warning to the American people: Reverence for law and
The English of It.
it."
"That new gown
on
menu
the
where
The
of
the
restaurant
Englishman
customs
of
those
law
and
the
enforcement
of
la
Jim offered a few objections, but
jdeals
depend mainly upon
are
is
lunched
and
written
was
Jim
you
wearing
certainly ripping,
Molly
The Model Gleaners and Dyers vain. So he started off with his bag
The peo
who occupy the vantage ground of life in business and society.
The Girl "Gracious,
ball Jove I"
"Banana Shortcake."
duke t Where?"
"Won't you have some of this?'
1317 BROADWAY,
ple of the United States, by solemn constitutional and statutory enactDENVER, COLO.
asked Jim, pointing to the menu that ment, have undertaken to suppress the
g
evil of the liquor traffic.
Sully was studying.
for the gratification of their appetites or the promotion of their in
"Oo!" said Molly with a little frown, When,
-can't endure bnuaii8.."
terests,
"I
lawyers, bankers, great merchants and manufacturers, and social
INFORMATION DEPARTMENT
When Jim returned the untouched
leaders, both men and women, disobey and scoff at this law, or any other
Ooiiiiuurciul inquiries answered and
bag of lunch wns standing beside his law,
they are aiding the cause of anarchy and promoting mob violence,
information gladly furnished without
desk. His work as a detective was
Address
cost.
any firm ubove,
robbery and homicide; they are sowing dragon's teeth, and they need not
progressing.
weeks that followed be
two
Within
the
surprised when they find that no judicial or police authority can save
Sugar Producers Refused Tax Cut
Jim Leroy took several occasions to our
Denver. Sugar companies In Colocountry or humanity from reaping tho harvest.
study his suspect. He took her to
rado were refused permission to make
dinner, then to dinner and the theater
reductions In the assessed valuation o
and properly called at her house.
Not that It will be any better than
"As Jim expected, the confession
property in Colorudo under the 1022
the Edgeworth you buy in a store, but
came without grilling. It was the night
schedules by the tax commission and
To
we want you to have your first Edge-Jim was taking Molly home from the
assessors from eleven sugar fuctory
'I
uzirth amnlfa sf nnp Arnnnaa
theater that after many false starts
counties at a conference in Denver
i
a blush or two she told Jim that
and
recently.
You may repay us by finding that
she had taken the lunches.
"Only I
By this action the various sugar proEdgeworth just suits your taste. And
never ate the bananas," she added. "I
By SENATOR CLAUDE A. SWANSON of Virginia.
if it doesn't for there are some few
ducing companies in the state will be
don't like them."
men to whom Edgeworth is not just
required to pay the same taxes as
"You suggested," said Jim In reply,
Mr. President, the most important problem awaiting solution todny
were paid last year, it wns said, with
the thing there's no harm done.
"that possibly the lunch enter needed
to save money to help support a fam
the exception of companies which are
is to relievo the depression existing in agriculture and to make fanning
We are glad enough to send free
not operating or which have closed
ily or to save for some good purpose.
When agriculture has been sensibly and scientifi
samples in the same spirit that we'd
Your family does not seem In need of permanently profitable.
any of their factories.
hand you our pouch if circumstances
help. What In the world ore you sav- cally organized and placed upon a remunerative basis tho most serious
A general meeting of the assessors
for?"
discloses
permitted. We wish it were possible
removed.
been
money
has
betterment
to
ing
our
material
barrier
Experience
and tax commissioners took place in
to save you even tho little trouble of
who works ought to
"Every
girl
which
has
and
industrial
financial
and
that
depression
the new Btate office building. It was
every
every panic
have money saved to buy furniture
writing for Edgeworth.
Once He Asked Miss Baldwin.
not attended by representatives of the
and things," said Molly frankly. Then cursed this couutry invariably has been preceded by a great fall in agricul
sugar companies, it was snid.
Edgeworth is a likable smoke. Men
of lunch. It seemed childish to deposit she stopped, wishing she had not been tural products, and hence a great reduction in the profits derived from
who have tried it and found it to be
"At our conference we agreed that It In an ashcan on the
so
frank.
subto
way the
the farm.
the 1921 values for taxation purposes way. Besides, there was a strain of
Are a re you thinking of being mar
the right tobacco for them never
The beginning of the present frightful financial and industrial depres
should stand for 1922," declared John thrift In Jim's makeup that had for a ried?" said Jim with dilticulty. "I did
think, of smoking other tobaccos.
M.
Jones, assessor from Boulder moment responded to Aunt Sally's fig- not know you were engaged."
sion was first heralded by the great fall in the prices of all the varied agriThey'll tell you there are many good
county.
of course cultural
"Oh, I'm not engaged
tobaccos and there aro. And when
uring. His salary did not necessitate
relief will come from these wretched conditions,
No
products.
hud submitted greater economy than he now prac- not," said Molly In confusion, "but
"The companies
you offer them your pouch with
of
farm products
as the past has clearly demonstrated, until the prices
schedules calling for reductions In the ticed, but he would at least give the most girls are eventually."
"stranger" tobacco in it, they may
The use up a
assessed valuation of approximately
It would give the men
They had reached Molly's front have greatly increased and this business again becomes profitable.
plan a trial.
pipeful just to be friendly.
in the office something to tease him porch by this time and Jim stayed
88 per cent."
when you give the matter thoughtful consideration.
is
of
reason
this
plain
But notice how quickly they get
The counties represented at the con- about.
Molly's band before It touched the
of the entire wealth of tliis nation is invested directly in back to their beloved Edgeworth I
However, the lunches did not appeal bell. He took the hand tenderly In his
ference with the state tax commission
were Boulder, Adams, Bent, Crowley, to JItn. Cheese sandwiches became and watched to see whether her ex- farming. Thirty-fiv- e
per cent of our people are directly engaged in agriDay after day Edgeworth fans write
Delta, Larimer, Logan, Mesa, Morgan, rather dry and tasteless by twelve pression showed resentment. Seeing cultural pursuits. If we add to these the varied industries that uso the
o'clock. Jim was strongly of the opin- none, he took courage.
to us. They tell us human little
Otero and Weld.
esiablisliments
that
mercantile
tho
soil
of
in manufacturing,
the
"Would you could you do you products
stories, friendly anecdotes centering
The Great Western Sugar company ion that the lunches were put up the
around Edgeworth. Often it is the
submitted schedules requesting a re- night before. It was not easy to eat think you'd care to become engaged to traffic in farm products, the transportation and shipping companies which
a
orange at his desk. me?" And before Molly pressed the distribute
number of years they have smoked
duction In the assessed valuation of
and those industries that furnish implements and supplies
these,
The
summoned
watchful
crumbled
vesbutton
he
cake
and
her
found
that
its property In Boulder county of !18.80
Edgeworth that prompted them to
lf
almost
that
be
estimated
to
it
practically
It
the
fairly
farmers, may
tiges of
among his papers all the mother to the door she had suld yes
write.
per cent under the 1921 assessments. afternoon.
But Jim continued to carry to Jim's query.
of our population is either directly or indirectly dependent upon the pros
The fuctory of the sugar company in ills
of lunch though he no longer
hag
that county was appraised at $2,000,000 ate It. Aunt
Knowing how hard It is for the aver-a- ge
perity of tho funiis.
Stilly would be with him
Edinburgh Placed Ban on Golf.
man to write letters, we consider
last year.
In the Fifteenth century the Scotch
only a month more. He preferred not
these unsolicited
to
so
mad
were
over golf that
raise any strong objection.
people
Two-GuMurphy Returns to U. S.
messages the greathuhlt was to lay the bag of parliament in Edinburgh placed a baa
Jim's
Two-GuNew York.
Murphy, chamest tribute to Edge-worluncheon beside his desk. One day he upon It, decreeing that the game "be
pion roundup man of the A. E. F., was so busy with outside business utterly crylt down and nocht uslt."
we could
with a record of 500 deserters cap- through the lirst hours of the
that And for half a century after that the
possibly have
day
rein
States
United
landed
the
tured,
when he returned at about three it ocScottish parliament continued "plckln'
greater even than
cently on the Chateau Thierry. His curred to him for the first time that on" the popular game.
theincreasingsalcs.
exploits Include a
pis he hurl had no luncheon. He had
By REV. J. G. GILKEY, Springfield, Mass.
Over a hundred years later the
gives the busi
tol battle with drug peddlers In an nl no time to go then, but he was
hungry, town council of Edinburgh decreed
ness of making
lev In Paris, capture of a deserter and it occurred to him that even
one that nobody should "be nene at ony
tobacco a pleasThe South Congregational' church of Springfield, Mass., holds semi
after whom he dived through a sub- of those cheese sandwiches would be pustymes
or gammls within or withure that runs
of
In
waltz.
the
even
or
Paris, and pursuit
way window
the
isn't
dances.
It
And
nowhen
quadrille
that
was
the
out
he
Rabboth
the town, upoun
palatable.
day, monthly
Grover
Cleveland
Bergdoll, draft ticed for the first time that his lunch sic as Gulf, Archerie, etc." And In the
through the
but tho modern dances, including the toddle. And even the descendants
whole gamut
dodger, In Germany.
bag disappeared before lunch time. Seventeenth
century three guilty of
John Aldcn seem to enjoy it as much as the young people.
from factory exOnce he fonnrl crumbs on the floor. wretches who were caught playing
Noted Author Dies.
ecutive to th
to savo the young folks from the dance hall and
Another
was
time
on
the
the
"In
time
remained
only
It
but
of
way
hag
sermone,"
golf
Sunday
New York. That the Paul Bmw
who died In Manhattan state hospital, the lunch was gone all save the were condemned "evrle ane of them to tho sex problem play of tho local theaters. If the young people want to smoker in the. backwoods.
pay halff a merk and mak yr repentWard's island, recently, Insane, blind banana.
dance they are going to dance, and if you won't let them dance in the
If you have never tried Edgeworth,
and a pauper, was the author of not"Apparently my lunch eater does ance ye next Sabboth,"
us repeat our offer, "Try a pipeful
be served and they will go some place else, probably the
let
will
like
he.
church
bananas,"
That
youth
thought
,
chant
"Good-byof
Dolly," the battle
two
was
about
he
direct from the factory." All
or
the
to
clue
had
Where
only
Luck
of
tendencies
the
of
accounts
for
Changes.
depraved
many
American soldiers and sailors In the
cheap dance hall. That
work on. The problem wag really Inhave to do is to write " Let me try
"1 understand Cactus Joe held two
you
war against Spain, became known a
.
and
our "nice" boys
girls today.
teresting. At times It troubled him to straight flushes last night."
pipeful or two" on a postcard, sign
few days ago.
think thnt anyone working for the conI convinced elders of my church that if they allowed their children
Sam.
. "He did," replied
your name and address and send the
cern of which he was a Junior partner
"Pretty lucky."
to dance at all it should be where dancing could be mado right, and if it
postcard to ue. The address is Larue
Judgment Against Oil Man Set Aside, and from which he drew such a satis"Not a bit. One straight flush Is
& Brother Co., 00 South 21st Street,
all
in.
we
so
for
was
for
them
was
$3,810,-400.9it
join
us,
of
right
New York. Judgment
right
factory salary should be so badly paid lucky, but two In the same evening is
Richmond, Va. If you want to add
against M. G. Collins, as presi- as to be willing to eat those tasteless a sure sign that you won't be Invited
It has increased the attendance of my church from 300 to 1,700 and the
name of your tobacco dealer, we'll
dent of the Dominion Oil Company, lunches, especially when to do so to no more parties In Crimson Gulch." tho
young people, who would not come to the regular evening service, now make sure that he has Edgeworth in
was set nside by Supreme Court Jus- necessitated considerable stealth. Obflock to the church Sunday nights, where they have supper and clean mo
tock.
tice Cohalan on the grounds that the viously the culprit if to take a lunch
Cause for Alarm.
Girls and boys who took no interest in church work before
original summons had not been prop that would otherwise be thrown In the
"You're not eating much, Jim," tion pictures.
To Retail Tobacco Merchant) : If
erly served. The court granted per- trash basket was culpable watched said the host Ironically, as the guest aro among the bBt workers in the Olivet community house, which is
jobber cannot supply you with
of the suit, the door of his office carefully in or- - passed his plate for the third
your
mission for the
helping.
turned over to tho work of social betterment in
Larus Si Brother Comchurch
defunct
Edgeworth,
which was brought by William G. aer to get tne tuncn wnen he was
building
assented
the
"I've
lost
"No,"
other,
pany will gladly send you prepaid by
Welsbrod, alleging breach of contract away.
connection with my church.
my appetite."
carton
Jim studied the faces of the office
The host looked frightened. "Gee '."
post a one- - or
by the Dominion Company during a
It is not vruo that clean motion pictures will not pay. The theater parcel
of any size of Edgeworth Plug Slice or
proposed amalgamation of oil land boys, trying to single out the one with he exclaimed, "I hope none of my othwhich
and
sex
at
are
church
with
connection
our
in
which we run
plays
the hungriest, moat pinched expreser guests will find It." Boston
d
leases la Texas and Louisiana.
for the same price youj
sion as the probable lanch snatcher.
would pay the Jobber,
,
taboo, clear over $175 a month and is increasing every day.
h
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We hold the business of those who start
with us by fair treatment and prompt service.
Being a Member of the "Federal Reserve
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System" of Banks is added protection
greater benefits for our customers.
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Santa Rosa Mercantile Co.,
Santa Rosa, New Mexico
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Men of character and ability, espenenee
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to sound banking methods, conduct our banlc.
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ARE rOU THIS WISE YOUtiG MAN?
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Careful attention and prompt service given
all Mail Orders
We carry a complete line of Drug Store
items, including a complete stock of Victro-la- s,
Grafanolas and records.
Write us for price on Blackleg Vaccine.
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